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Steadman's
appeal denied
By John Doherty
News Editor
Antonio Darnell Steadman, a
freshman expelled on sexual and
physical assault charges, was
denied a second hearing by the
, UNH Conduct Office. According
to Steadman' s lawyer, John Lyons,
Steadman was notified -by UNH
Appeals Board that his request for
an appeal had been reviewed and
rejected.
In a statement from the UNH
News Bureau, Dean of Students J.
Gregg Sanborn stated that. "no
proceduralerrorsoccu~ which
would have affected the outcome
of the case ..."
According to the statement,
Steadman has the option of requesting a dean's review of his
case, if new evidence is available.
Lyons claims he will continue
to pursue his libel suit against the
woman Steadman is accused of
assaulting. He also claims he will
file for a court injunctive relief,
which would allow Steadman to
remain on campus and attend
classes while he pursues further
action.
"We will absolutely continue

our assault on the rules and regulations of the University," said
Lyons.
Lyonshopestomovethecase
into criminal court as soon as
: possible and added that exhaustive investigative work would be
· done on the case, including speak, ing with witnesses.
Steadman is the 18-year-old
freshman who is accused of sexually and physically assaulting a
UNH sophomore on October 12.
He was found responsible for the ·
charges by a conduct board on
November 6 and was expelled
from the University.
Steadman's lawyer has
charged that the University's actions were racially motivated and
that members of the board that Gus Kinnear's plan to close B-Lot to students -- not real popular. ( Ben Frazier, Photo)
heard Steadman' s case were
manipulated in order to get a black
member on the board. In a letter to
the editor last week, Sanborn
denied those charges and said that
all members of the board were By April Treshinsky Jacobs
felt it was important that staff and
number of spaces available.
chosen last year and trained in News Editor
faculty
get
parking
priority
beKinnear said the original
August.
A new adjustment to the cause they are central to the misplan did not take into
parking
Lyons said he was not sur- parking plan that went into effect
sion of the University and their
account the different time sched. prised at the board's decision.
this fall has converted about 350 needs must be met accordingly.
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ation is worse now than it was
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last year," said Kinnear.
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ate on October 20.
parking.
The transportation
According to
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ing, but that decision
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was overturned in
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morning to commuter stuplan, according to Gus Kinnear, Vice President dents.
Ann-Marie Elek, stuConrad said
dent body vice presithat she and others on the
dent.
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The decision, and that it could hinder their abilsought a compromise plan, but
which was made by UNH ity to make it to classes and office
that Gus Kinnear had already
Executive Vice President hours on time.
formulated a plan in his own
Gus Kinnear, came after a
Several members of the stumind which would provide for
number of angry letters in- dent senate expressed concern that
faculty.
dicated the parking needs the plan went into effect without
According to Conrad, the
of faculty were not being their knowledge. Jill Conrad,
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according to Kinnear.
muter affairs, said that the plan
parking.
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parking effective W ednes- mittee.
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day, November 22. Those
The decision to put, the new
Conrad.
commuters who parked in plan into ·effect came without
B Lot will be asked to park warning and without student
in remaining lots, or the senate approval, said Elek.
new commuter lot located
UNH
President
Dale
on Mast Road, adjacent to Nitzschke said that he met with
1 0,000 Maniacs ..
theolddairybamcomplex, Gus Kinnear and members from
according to a letter sent the transportation committee last
page20
by Kinnear on November week about the parking problem
Landlords get
16 to members of the Uni- and that the group was unable to
versity community.
come up with a plan to please all
some ... page 3
Kinnear said he constituencies becauseofthesmall

350 spots go to faculty

"Their [faculty] parking situation is worse
now than it was last
year."
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Newspa per up th~ creek; censors hip?
By Annmarie Timmins
News Reporter
The editors of the Little Green,
a Manchester high school newspaper, learned last week that there
is a fine, yet unclear, line between
what is controversial and what is
unacceptable.
Manchester Central High
School Principal William Burns
shut the Little Green down last
week because of an editorial he,
and much of the school's staff,
considered unacceptable. The
editors, however, maintain the
same argument they did when
they first decided to run the editorial: It was not unacceptable, but
as an editorial, it was controversial.
Jeffery Brodsky, co~itor of
the recently banned newspaper,
said of the principal's decision,
11
lt's a form of censorship. It is
discouraging to us because even
though we are in high school, we
still have the nght to our opinions."
The editorial responsible for
the uproar in the principal' s office
criticized a teacher for the way he"
had handled freshman elections.
When the results had been tallied,
freshman class advisor Salvatore
Toscano, would not release the
vote totals of the winning candidates; he agreed to release only
the names of the students who
had won.

The editorial, titled "Just a
Sham", questioned whether or not
Toscano was withholding something from the rest of the school.
In the editorial,
the editors argued, ''Freedom
of information is
the backbone of
a democracy,
and when Toscano fails to release the percentageof votes,
he undermines
the basic form of
government
which he is supposed to be
upholding."
C o m and
plaints
questions arose
soon after the
school's staff got
its hands on the
paper. According to Brodsky,
the principal
called the editors into his office
and demanded they publicly
apologize to Toscano if they
wanted to continue with the newspaper. The editors agreed and
drafted an apology, which they
read over the intercom system.
Bums decided the first apology was not enough and has asked
that they read a second. He also

informed the editors that the
newspaper would be prohibited
until it finds a faculty advisor,
which they have not had the entire

The editors of the Little Green
are still waiting for a faculty
member to come forward and
serve as their advisor. Brodsky
would like to see that
happen soon. "We want
to get on with the paper, we have subscribers. We want to make
the Little Green the best
high school newspaper
in the state. It seems like
everything we have
done to do that has gone

awry."

year.
The editors have refused to
make a second apology, because,
as Brodsky said, "To do more
would be humiliating to the paper."
"I think it is a shame everyone is focusing on this one thing
when the paper is such an accomplishment," he said.

award
The
winning Little Green is
known as one of the best
high school newspapers,
with a circulation of
about 4,000. It services
the Manchester comm unity as well as the school,
and the students this
year have changed the
format from a tabloid to
a standard newspaper,
complete with color
photos.
Other New Hampshire high
schoolsarenotproducingthesame
kind of newspaper the students at
Manchester are in either magnitude or debate.
Dan Richardson, a foreign
language teacher at Concord High
School said the situation at Manchester "is really an isolated ind-

Mystery Solved: Corpse
Can Governors Keep Discovered
Promises?
Lansing, Mich. - John Engler defeated the incumbent
gubernatorial candidate James J. Blanchard by a narrow margin. Now, like many other new governors,
Engler must try to live up to his steep campaign
promises. Engler's promised to allocate half of future
state budgets to education, to crackdown on crime and
the prosecution of white collar criminals, and to deny
drug offenders school loans, welfare grants and driver's
licenses. In addition to these promises, he promised to
reduce local property taxes by 20 percent. Michigan is
one of the six states in which incumbent Governors
were rejected, and one of 14 in which the governor's
office changed parties.

Bush Moves to
Increase Military
Options
Washington - President Bush sent more than 150,000
American troop reinforcements to the Persian Gulf to
give the United States greater offensive military options, and officials consider offensive options. Chair of
the Armed Services Committee Senator Sam Nunn
and some former Defense· Department officials are
saying that if the U.S. does go to war, that an air
bombardment over a number of days would be save
thousands of American casualties, as opposed to a
ground attack. The 430,000 Iraqi troops in southern
Iraq have years of desert warfare training, which the
U.S. can not boast. A concern of military strategists is
the outcome of a clash of U.S. technology and Iraq
experience.

Alexander City, Ala. - Prosecutors suspected that 47-yearold insurance executive Blan Stewart, who disappeared
two years ago, had faked his death to avoid a theft indictment and to collect $4 million in insurance money. Divers
hired by Stewart's wife banished the suspicions when they
discovered his body in the wreckage of an airplane, 65 feet
under water, on Friday. The state medical examiner Sunday said that dental records prove that the body is Stewart
and that he died of drowning and injuries caused by the
crash..Halloween night 1988, Stewarc rented a plane and
disappeared near Lake Martin. The Federal Bureau of
Investigation and state prosecutors suspected that he faked
the death and issued warrants for his arrest. The case is now
closed.

Supreme Court Against ·
CNN Tape
Washington - In a 7-to-2 vote, the Supreme Court supported a Federal district judge's order that temporarily
prevents the Cable News Network from televising taped
telephone conversations between Gen. Manuel Noriega
and his lawyers. The order that the CNN characterized as
an unconstitutional prior restraint was left intact by the
Supreme Court. CNN announced that it would comply
with the order, which was issued 12 days ago by Federal
District Judge William Hoeveler of Miami, and turn over
the tapes of the phone call from prison for inspection.
Noriega's lawyer have requested that Judge Hoeveler
dismiss the criminal charges of drug trafficking against
Noriega on several grounds, including the allegation that
government taping interfered with his constitutional right
to the assistance of counsel.

dent."
"We've never had anything
like that here as far as I can remember," he said of Concord's
Crimson Tide. "It's a very local
paper, withnothingmoreinitthan
the general things that go on in
school."
At Winnacunnet High School,
in Hampton, there have been articles and editorials that have
raised a few eyebrows, principal
Robert Newman said, but nothing
serious enough to shut the paper
down.
"The newspaper publishes a
great deal of stories with topics
that are considered controversial,
but our students and staff working on the paper stick to what is
appropriate," Newman said.
"There is a big difference between
what is controversial and what is
unacceptable. Controversy is fine
because it generates discussion
and th.at is important."
Brodsky echoed Newman's
comments, saying that he felt that
the Little Green was simply raising
a question about what was going
on in the school. What resulted is
not fair and takes away from all he
and the other newspaper staff
members have accomplished. "We
are being prevented from expressing our opinions, something we
have the right to do."

Ex-Governor Named ·
Drug War Chief
Washington - Former governor of Florida Bob Martinez has been named by President Bush as the nation's
new drug policy advisor. According to a White House
official, Martinez was the leading candidate to succeed
William J. Bennett, who has recently resigned the
position to become chairman of the Republican National Committee. Martinez lost the gubernatorial elec_tion agaiJtst Lawton Chiles, 57 percent to 43 percent.
One of the president's sons, Jeb Bush, was the campaign chairman for Martinez.

Abortion Pill
Research Halted
Washington- The United States government and French
anti-abortionists have ground research on the French
abortion pill RU486 to a halt. The pill is a promising
means of treating a number of deadly diseases, including breast cancer, brain cancer and Cushing' s disease.
Medical researchers unable to get RU486 from the
manufacturer, Roussel-Uclaf, were expected to testify
yesterday at a congressional hearing about the work in
jeopardy. Rep. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) said at least 10
research projects on RU486, the majority of which are
directed at curing fatal diseases, have been shut down
and he blames actions of Bush administration and the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
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Safe Walks run
into staff woes

By Steve Klett
Sears said that concern over the
long shifts arose, and the shifts
News Reporter
The new student escort serv- were cut in half, which doubled
ice, Safe Walks, operated for the the number of volunteers needed
first time on Sunday, November each night.
Sears said that one reason for
10. However, according to Gary
Sears, lead supervisor of security ·the lack of volunteers was poor
services, a lack of volunteers has timing. For a variety of reasons,
drastically reduced the amount of Sears said, the organization was
time that the service will operate delayed in getting started, and
each week. So far Safe Walks has serious recruitment didn't begin
had three organizational meetings until two or three weeks into the
to recruit volunteers, and only 20 semester. "Timing is everything,"
said Sears. "We probably would
people have shown up.
John Standring, Eric Carlson, have had better luck trying to get
and Mim Easton are the student people at the start of the semester.
coordinators of Safe Walks. Sears Now everyone has their schedis the liaison between the service ules figured out and may feel that
.they don't have the time to volunand the University Police.
Right now, according to Sears, teer."
Funding was also a major
Safe Walks is running on a limited, once-a-week basis. ''People problem that has delayed the esjust aren't expressing a lot of inter- tablishment of Safe Walks, said
Sears. "We simply didn't know
est in helping out," said Sears.
According to Sears, the origi- where all of t~e money was comnal goal of Safe Walks was to ing from." SQ far Safe Walks has
provide service Sunday through received ju~t under $5,000 from
Wednesday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. the Parents Association, and an
The escorts are given by pairs of additional $7,500 has been allovolunteers, which Sears said cre- cated to the service, with the Dean
ated a need for 10 to 12 people to
be on duty each night. However, please see SAFEWALKS page 8

.,,, .

Strafford Place residents took their landlord to court this week. (Brian Kinne, staff photo.)

S tr aff Ord Place tenants sue
landlord for damage deposits
helping close to 50 past residents
get back some of their unreturned
damage deposits.
Fifty cases have been brought
up against Strafford Place, owned
by Yankee Development. Last
Friday in Durham District Court,
the first 25 cases were held. Of the
these, eight cases received a settlement, while the rest wait to take
about unionizing both among the further action against Strafford
operating staff and PATs. Then, Place.
The point of contention inof course, there was the faculty
vote to unionize and that created volves
questions as to the impact on common
damages
PATs," said Simpson.
"It's worth exploring. I know takenoutof
there have been concerns that the the damage
faculty unionization might nega- deposits.
tively effect the operating staff and According
Jeff
PAT staff," said Pam Sakowski, a to
Coughlin,a
PAT council member.
"We felt it was necessary to student still
bring thequestioninto the open so living at
that people didn't feel afraid to Strafford
discuss the issue,'' Simpson said. Place, the
"I'm interested because I remaining
think people need to be informed. people will
Tom Dwyer,
We don't want to take a back seat meet today
to this new development on cam- with attorpus," said PAT council member ney Tom
Elaine Plant, a member of the new Dwyer in
theMUBto
collective bargaining committee.
"I would like to see people formulate a single case which they
from other campuses that are can take to court. The decision on
unionized come forward and talk the one case will apply to all of the
about how unionization has ef- outstanding cases.
"I've been told that these 50
fected them," said Plant.
Plant also said that she would cases are only the tip of the icelike to hear a variety of perspec- berg," said Dwyer. '1 had no idea
tives on the unionization issue it was at this level." He added that
from AAUP representatives, the the courtroom scene Friday was a
administration and peopleagainst mess, and was one reason he deunionizations so that informed cided to handle the rest of the
complaints this way.
decisions can be made.
One student who wished to
Simpson said he has no idea if
the establishment of the commit- remain anonymous_said that the
tee will lead to unionization be- whole situation began this past
cause he does not know what the summer when Strafford Place
PAT staff sentiment is concerning "never gave us back our damage
deposits or any notice as to why
the issue.
According to Simpson, one of they didn't." Damage deposits
the goals of the committee is to were $250 per resident.
According to the Granite State
find out exactly what PAT staff
sentiments are toward unioniza-· Consumer Handbook, "when you
move out of your apartment, the
tion.
"There is no commitment in landlord has thirty days in which
the PAT Council for or against un- to either return the entire security
deposit to you, plus interest if
please see PAT page 8
appropriate, or send you a written
By Tim Ouellette
News Reporter
Lawsuits against Strafford
Place apartments in Durham are

PAT Education comm. on
collective bargaining planned
By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
The possibility of unionization has become a spotlight issue
for the Professional, Administrative and Technical Council (PAT)
with the recent establishment of
the Collective Bargaining Education Committee.
"We will meet on November
27 for the first time and at that
time we will establish the
committee's objectives," said PAT
Vice-Chair David Foote.
Before the faculty voted to

unionize they had formed a committee last spring to learn more
about the cbllective bargaining
process.
"As a PAT council member a
number of my constituents expressed a desire to know what the
council's stand was on unions and
to know whether or not the PAT
council was going to provide any
information on collective bargaining," said Charlie Simpson, who
motioned to form the committee.
"There has been some underground talk for several months

otel Brown: one of several bands at the MUB Friday, tearing it up
or Art Association benefit. Brion Kinne staff hoto.

statement of any deductions
made from the deposit for repairs, cleaning, and such, with
the cost of each, along with the
remaining amount of your deposit" (RSA 477:48).
Dwyer said that because
Strafford Place broke this law,
the students could take Strafford
Place to court for double the
damage deposit or $500.
Some students said that
when they asked Judy Berry, the
resident
manager of
Strafford
Place, about
the deposits
this sumshe
mer,
claimed that
the building
was getting
new rugs
and that she
didn't have
time to issue
the . deposit
attorney
checks.
Berry did
not wish to
comment
about the
situation.
Shannon Flaherty, a student
who settled with Strafford Place
last Friday, said that Berry took a
largeamountofmoneyoutofthe
deposit for reasons such as having dust on the fire alarm and the
fire extinguisher, or having dirt
in the track of the sliding glass
doors.
However, it is the common
damages that are hindering settlement of most cases according
to Dwyer. He said that the common damages clause was "something that I have never seen in a
lease before. Some of the violations I have never seen either."
One of the violations mentioned by the students was a $25
common damages fine for leavingthe main door propped open.
The problem with this, according to Flaherty, was that Strafford Place never put a doorbell in

"I've been told that
these 50 cases are
only the tip of the
iceberg, I had no
idea it was at this
level."

please see STRAFFORD page 8
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Moscow Hesitates;
Iraq to Release
Paris - Secretary of State James A. Baker 3d met
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze for
two hours Sunday night and early Monday morning.
Shevardnadze later said that Moscow has not yet decided to support the use of military force in the Persian
Gulf. However, it is believed that President George
Bush and Mikhail S. Gorbachev may announce an
·agreement after their late scheduled dinner in Paris last
night. As gulf diplomacy talks continued, Iraq President Saddam Hussein announced that he would release all Western hostages by late March, and begin the
release on Christmas Day, "unless something would
take place that mars the atmosphere of peace." The
White House dismissed his statements as being a propaganda ploy designed to pre-empt an American military attack on Iraq.

French Government
Could Fall
Paris-Prime Minister Michel Rocard's government could fall if his political opponents win a noconfidence vote related to a social security tax measure.
Rocard faced the most serious political challenge of his
30 months in office on Sunday. It was expected that
both conservatives and Communists would combine
against him in a censure vote in the National Assembly.
The vote comes during a time of government discontent and massive student protests. Tens of thousands
of high school students have demonstrated over the
past couple of weeks for smaller classes, larger school
budgets, more teachers and better education.
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Thatcher Remains Firm
London - Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said
that she will not change her opposing stand on a single
European currency and central bank, despite that she is
currently fighting for her political position. Thatcher said
she may let voters decide this issue in a national referendum. Thatcher suggested that a national vote would vindicate her, and said that perhaps British voters should have
a direct say on an issue that would ultimately diminish
British sovereignty. A conference next week of the 12member European community will consider those moves.

European Summit
Paris - Leaders of over 30 European countries, the
United States and the Soviet Union began arriving Sunday
for an extraordinary summit meeting. The three day summit was called to celebrate the end of divided Europe, and
to design way of guaranteeing peace and democracy. The
34 leaders are supposed to focus on the major changes that
havealreadyoccurred in Europe and plan for future changes
by approving documents and creating mechanisms aimed
at preventing political tension and instability from recurring.
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Crowd Demands
Government Steps
Down
Sofia, Bulgaria -About 70,000 protesters rallied
in the square outside Alexander Nevsky Cathedral demanding the resignation of Prime Minister Andrei
Lukanov and his government. Opposition leaders
demanded, to the cheers of the crowd, that the former
Communist and his government step down by Thursday or the government will have to face citizens angered by shortages and rationing. Lukanov boldly
refused to resign on Saturday, in the face of nationwide opposition and two attempted attacks on his
home in Sofia. Lukanov said in a televised interview,
to resign under pressure, "would be a betrayal of
democracy."

Gorbachev Looks for
Political Settlement
Rome - On his way to the 34-nation security
conference in Paris beginning Monday, President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev visited Rome and had meetings
with Pope John Paul II and Italian government leaders. Gorbachev said Sunday that he was "convinced"
that the Persian Gulf crisis could be solved without
war, and that there were several new ideas being
explored. Gorbachev's remarks, signaling that he is
still looking for a political settlement, somewhat contradicted officials in Moscow who have said they
could support the use of force.

--An Oral History Project Celebrating the Lives and
Achievements of Women in the UNH Community--

Sponsored by theWomen's Issues Resource Center with
support from the UNH Women's Commision ·

TRANSFORMING OURSELVES AND OUR COMMUNITIES
An Oral History Project
Transforming Ourselves .a nd Our Communitiiesm oral history project being planned and conducted by the UNH Women's
Issues Resource Center and the UNH President's Commission on the Status of Women. The project, which aims to involve
students, staff, administrators, faculty, trustees, donors, alumni, legislators and community leaders will culminate in an
exhibition of photographs, biographies and stories as part of the UNH Women's History Month 1991.
The project is designed to identify and celebrate those women who are part of our coummunity whose lives demonstrate the
power of women to transform themselves and to enhance their communities, and whose stories can serve as an inspiration
for others. We are eager to recognize both those women whose contributions are well-known and those whose
accomplishments are less acknowledged. We aim to illustrate the rich diversity which is present within the UNH
community, and to discover the common threads which link the lives of all women.
Transforming Ourselves and Our Co:riununitiies:lesigned to actively involve people from all sectors of the university
community. We are seeking people who would like to become involved: as interviewers; as photographers; as panelists
(to select narrators); as narrators, or interviewees; and as project volunteers . .

loterylewerswill attend thirteen hours of preliminary training on Thursdays, November 29 and December 6, from 4:30-8:30 p.m., and on Saturday, December 1, from 10-3.
They will be expected to complete one or two oral history interviews, to index the tape, and prepare a biography and excerpts of their transcripts for exhibition. On-going
meetings for interviewers will be optional.
Photographerswill attend the training sessions listed above, and accompany interviewers to document the interview and create exhibition-quality portraits of each narrator.
panellstswill meet once to consider all nominations for narrators and select the 25-40 who will be included in the exhibition.
Narrators are being actively sought from all sectors of the university. Call the Women's Commission (ext. 1058) with suggestions of women whose lives and stories exemplify •
our theme.

Vo!unteersare needed to work two to ten hours per week on project-related tasks.

Students wishing to arrange for course credit should inquire.
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Tuition bril)gs UNH's
value into question
By Pete Welburn
News Reporter

Student Body President Brian
McCabe said the state must be
Many of UNH' s students convinced of the value of educaaren't too happy about the tuition tion and support the University.
hikes included in the University's
"Having the second highest
budget for fiscal years 1992-93, . in-state and out-of-state tuitions
approved by USNH's Board of in New England is ridiculous,"
Trustees last Tuesday, but they McCabe said.
understand the state's fiscal woes.
McCabe and Student Body
"I think if you are going to Vice-President Ann-Marie Elek are
blame the administration, you are looking at the possibility of havnot looking at the whole picture. ing a pro-education rally at the
With the economy getting worse, State House in Concord this
things.have to be done," said jun- spring.
.
ior Melissa Baker.
McCabe also fear that increas• Jeff Mangum, in-state fresh,- ing tuition costs will mean fewer
man, said that he does not like the students will be able to attend
rising tuition but does not want to UNH. Stanwood C. Fish, dean of
see the quality of education dete- admissions, shares McCabe's
riorate.
concern. Fish said that the number
'1fit comes down to it, I would of student applications has been
pay the money for education. I declining the last few years.
would not want to cut classes and
"When I chose, I was looking
cut professors if it comes down to at out-of-state schools, but tuition
that," Mangum said.
was a big part of it," said in-state
The biennium, or two-year, junior Naomi Wright.
budget calls for an in-state tuition
According to Fish, in 1988,
increase of 5.5 percent and an out- 12,458 students applied to UNH.
of-statetuition hike of 7 percent in The number of applications
both 1992and 1993. Thus, UNH's dropped to 11,968 the following
in-state tuition will be $3290 and year, and it fell to 10,342 in 1990.
out-of-state tuition will be $10,530
Fish attributes the declining
in 1993.
numbers to many factors, includ-

ing increasing tuition, reduced
federal commitment to financial
aid programs, decreasing family
income, and a decreasing number
of high school seniors.
"I think that tuition will definitely become a major factor," said
Baker.
Baker pays the out-of-state
tuition rate, and said she was lucky
that tuition was not a major factor
when she made her decision to
enroll at UNH.
"It has become a bigger problem over the years," Baker said.
The University's faculty union is keeping a close eye on the
budget negotiations, according to
Stephen Fan, chairman of the
faculty's collective bargaining
committee.
Fan would not comment on
the specifics of the budget passed
last Tuesday, but said that the
union is now involved in a fiveyear study of the budget and how
funds are allocated.
''The figures that the trustees
have set are what they consider to
be fair," Fan said. "We are not
going to be making an out-of-theline request."

Hundreds of students have

big time at UNH Late Night
By Kim Hilley
Managing Editor

. Ifyoudidn'taftendLateNight
at UNH Saturday, you missed
your chance to go back to your
best high school dance days.
At 11 'o'clock Saturday night
thelightsintheGraniteStateRoom
were dimmed and DJ Stuart Wilhoit called the tune. Forget the
kegsandcocktails-thisdancewas
all chips and soda, with Greek
letters replacing football jackets.
Almost everyone danced to the
selection of Top 40 hits, with the
exceptionofthefewwhowereliplocked in the dark corners of the
room.

"I've never been to an event
like this at UNH, but it seemed to
go over pretty well," said Bill
Wiggins, a UNH senior.
Around 700 people attended
the event, which was sponsored
by the Campus Activities Board
(CAB) and funded by Programming Fund Organization, InterFraternity Council, and the
Panhellenic Council, said Marci
Bryant, special events coordinator.
AccordingtoErinKelly,CAB
member and president of Alpha
Phi, the Greek system also con• tributed byagreeingtoshutdown
their houses in hopes of increas-

ing participation at the Late Night.
''They were also very helpful in
spreading the word among students," said Kelly.
Betsy Parente, Greek coordinator, said the dance was such a
overwhelming success that they
had to stop admitting people
around 12:30 a.m., when the room
had reached legal capacity.
"We're really psyched that
this is such a success. It's some-=
thing UNH needed. That's obvi. ous from the turnout. Hopefully
it's something we can continue,"
said Kelly.

PAGES

CALENDAR
Upcoming UNH Events

Tuesday, November 20
Movie- "Brazil",directed byTerryGilliam. PCAC, Room 218, 7:00
pm.
Critics/Writers Lecture Series - New Voices: The Challenge of
Cultural Diversity. Sponsored by English Dept. ''Dimensions of
African Discourse," Abiola Irele, Ohio State University, professor
of black studies & comparative literature. Room 129, Hamilton
Smith, 12:30 to 2 p.m., free.
Student Recital #3 - Bratton Recital Hall, Pauls Arts, 1 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey- vs. Alaska-Anchorage. Snively, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, November 21
Classes follow Monday Schedule
Last day to file Intent-to-Graduate form for December 1990.

Thursday, November 22
Thanksgiving holidays

Friday, November 23
Thanksgiving holidays
Saturday, November 24
Women's Ice Hockey- vs. Princeton. Snively Arena, 2 p.m.

Monday, November 26
Classes Resume
Italian Film - "Paisa." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m.
$2.00
Sidore-Lecture Series - ''Ending World Hunger: Halfway There,"
Dr. Robert Kates, Brown University. Alumni Center, 7 p.m.
Celebrity Series - Banchetto Musicale Virtuoso Baroque with
Sharon Baker. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, November 27
Italian Film -· "Paisa." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m,
$2.00
Men's Basketball-vs. Boston College. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 28
French Film Series - "Faces of Women." Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 4:30 p.m., $2.
Men's Hockey-vs. Lowell. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Concert - "Smithereens." Sponosred by SCOPE. Field House, 8
p.m., students $5, general $9. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.

Thursday, November 29
Holiday Crafts Fair -50 New England artisans will sell and exhibit
their wares. Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. t? 8 p.m.
Psychology Colloquium - ''Parental Belief Systems and Children's
Temperaments," Rebecca New, Psychology, UNH. Room 101,
Conant, 3:45 p.m.
Randolph Chapman Colloquium - "Modeling the Fate of Metals
and Halogenated Organics in Anoxic Marine Sediments." Dr. ·
Damian Shea, Battelle Ocean Sciences Division, Duxbury, Mass.
Room 119, James Hall, 4 p.m.
French Film Series - "Faces of Women." Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $2.

UNH

Friday, November 30

MUSO Fiom - "The Little Thief." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30
p.m., students $1, general $2.

Holiday Crafts Fair -50 New England artisans will sell and exhibit their
wares. Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Showcase Presentation - Opera. Hennessy Theater, 7:30 p.m.

Showcase Presentation-Opera. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m.
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They took B-Lot!.!!~·what do you think ?

Mark Holton
Chemistry
Senior

Tate Forgey
Humanities
Junior

"I'm extremely disappointed in the way
the administration has addressed the
whole parking situation. A more
feasible approach would begin with
making bus schedules more
convenient."

I
don'thaveacar. I thinkpeopleshould
be encouraged to take the bus if at all
possible."

"It doesn't affect me at all because

"It doesn't surprise me. The

University has been taking away
student privileges since the
beginning. In my opinion, they
should level the President's house
and turn it into a parking lot."
Ben Mainelli
Math
Senior

Stephanie Giorgio
English
Sophomore

Drew Wyman
Undeclared
Sophomore
"""·----&,H•&• All this hassel for a little
tassle. I'm happy for the faculty and
sad for the students. A-lot gonna be
full o'cars."

,i} don't know about parking but I'm
not too happy with the bus. The last
bus is at 8:30 on the weekends. It
leaves me stranded at the library."

"I think it's a good decision because
the faculty isn't being paid enough
money to work here. Therefore,
they should have special benefits,
like parking closer. But they have
to have more available parking for
commuters."
Joanne Rodriguez
Political Science
Senior

Kellye Lovett
French
Sophomore

Katrina Gates
Russian
Junior
"It's mighty frustrating! What a
solution. Give more to them and less
to us! I'm already hustling to Martin's
twice a day to keep my little pal from
being towed again!"

···-·

"I don't see where faculty should come
above commuters. I think it should
be even. Personally, I don't p.ukthere."
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NOTI CESf
.GENERAL
CHILD & FAMILY CENTER BAKE SALE: Quality homemade
baked goods. Proceeds to benefit Child & Family Center. Friday,
November 30, Grafton Room, MUB, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
FRENCH COFFEE HOUR: Students, faculty and French speakers
invited to coffee and conversation. Wednesdays, Room 102,
Murkland, 3-4 p.m.
ITALIAN TABLE: Students, faculty and Italophiles invited to "la
tavola italiana." Bring lunch or just come for coffee! Wednesdays,
Rm. 102, Murkland, noon-1 p.m.
WOMEN'S ISSUES FILM: Wide range of feminist and humanitarian issues. Thursdays, Check at. Info Desk for Room, MUB, 12:30
p.m.
That's the number for the fly-boys and girls at WUNH. (Brion Kinne, staff photographer)

Gobs o' cash for WUNH
By Pamela Nealey
News Reporter
WUNH radio station raised
over $14,000 in its annual fundraising marathon. The marathon
was an effort to raise "as much
money as possible for the upcoming year's program and to make
renovations in the station," said
Nancy Bureau, the traffic manager
atWUNH.
The marathon took place between November 4and 10,according to Assistant Music Director
Mark Snow.
Disc jockeys ran special shows
such as local bands performing
live on the air and also gave away
free compact discs, records and
bumper stickers to pledging listeners, said Bureau.
Bureau said that the station
raised $14,600 in pledges from listeners this year and that the marathon was "a way to be somewhat
self-supporting and get people

involved."
WUNH gets a portion of its
funding from the Student Activities Fee that UNH students pay
each year, with the rest of operating expenses covered by private
donantions.
Bureau said that the station
"wants to use part of the money
forrenovations because within the
station, a lot of stuff is worn out."
She said the static-free rug in
the station has "huge rips in it"
and the dust from the old rug
"gets on records and in the equipment and wears (them) out."
Bureau added that disc jockeys receive a shock when they
touch the equipment due to the
carpet retaining static.
The money could be used for
new record racks, said Bureau.
She said the racks are "quite
pricey'' but there is no space left to
store records.

When asked what else the
money raised from the marathon
would be used for, Gavin
Behrman, WUNH's business
manager, said it would be a couple
of months before the station decided what the money would be
used for.
He said that the $14,600 was
the amount of pledges received by
supporters, but not the total
amount raised during the marathon.
Behrman added that the·
money for a new carpet would not
come out of the marathon money
but from the budget.
Bureau said all public radio
and television stations have fundraisers because they don't get
enough financial support from
commercials. WUNH tried to be
"as original and unannoying as
possible, unlike t.v. fund-raisers,"
added Bureau.

SPANISH "HORA DE CAFE": An informal coffee hour for students, faculty, native speakes and guests. Wednesday, November
28, Room 209, Murkland, 3-4 p.m.

HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health
Education and are held in Health Services.
WHY STUDENTS DRINK: Tuesday, Novembe_r 20, Randall Hall,
8:30 p.m
Monday, November 26: STD's/HIV, Jessie Doe Hall, 8 p.m.
CO-DEPENDENCY, Fairchild Pit, 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, November 27:
MASSAGE, 7th Floor Lounge, Stoke, 7 p.m.
AIDS POLICIES, Hetzel Hall, 7 p.m.
AIDS, Hubbard Hall, 8:30 p.m.
MASSAGE, Hitchcock Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 28:
RELATIONSHIPS, Main Lounge, Randal Hall, 7 p.m.
LIQUOR & YOUR LOVE LIFE, 4B Lounge, Williamson, 8:30 p.m.
BISEXUALS' SUPPORT GROUP: Thursdays, Room #249, 4-5 p.m.
SMOKING SUPPORT GROUP: No pressure; bring a lunch and a
friend. Thursdays, Room #249, 12 noon.
EATING DISORDER SUPPORT GROUP: Peer formulated ongoing support group for individual struggling with compulsive
eating or bulemia. Information: 3823 or 2090. Thursdays, Room
#201A, 6:30-8 p.m.
ACOA MEETINGS: Fridays, Room 201A, 1-2 p.m.

STRAFFORD PLACE

GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Wednesdays, Room #201A,
6:30-7:30 p.m.

MEETINGS
Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with kitchenettes.
A few Apartments still available.
Call 868-2192 for information, Monday - Friday 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm

4-

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824

MUB BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING: The new meeting
time for the Board is 8-9 p.m. on Tuesdays in the Grafton Room in
the MUB. All members must attend. (Also open to the public.)
GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETING: Election
of new officers. Discussion of MANDATORY health insurance
and department handbooks. Discuss your concerns about graduate life. All graduate students invited. Thursday, November 29,
Babcock Lunge, Babcock Hall, 5:30 p.m.

To submit infonnation, stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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STRAFFORD, from page 3
for visitors to signal the occupants.
Dwyer hopes to solve as
many of the disputes as possible
today. A representative from
Strafford Place will be with him
to make offers to the students.
Out of the complaints that remain,
Dwyer said he will "do a test case
on the common damages, which I
don't think are appropriate."
Yankee Development hired
George Walsh as executive manager for the complex on Novem-

Got alist of Complaints1
Write aletter to the
Editor.
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Hey
Advertisers!
Help us serve you

better ...
Ad deadlines help us plan ahead. Please
get your ads in to the Business Office (room
11 OB, MUB) by the following times:

For insertion in Tuesday's edition:
For insertion in Friday's edition:
The Business Office is open:

Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;

l 0:00am-2:00pm
Tuesday & Thursday;

l 0:00am-4:00pm
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ionizing in this committee," said
Simpson.
According to Dorsett McRae,
operating staff council co-chair,
operating staff unionization may
be talked about at a meeting tomonow as council members bring
it up.
\
Stephen Fan, chair of the
chemical engineering department,

said that last winter the faculty
took a survey to see if the faculty
wanted to talk with the AAUP. He
said that the PAT council may be
setting up something similar.
Fan said the unionization
process started when the AAUP
held a meeting with all the members of the faculty council to see
what actions could be taken.

Sears.
Last year the escort service
was provided by campus security
and operated out of the University Police Department. However,
according to University Police
Chief Roger Beaudoin, the service
was operating at a loss each year.
The budget for the escort service
was $7,000, which Beaudoin said
was about half what was needed.
"At the end of last year it became
clear that due to financial constraints we would have to abide
by available funds," said
Beaudoin. "It really wasn't a
budget cut per se, but in essence
that's what happened. We were
forced to reallocate available
funds, and we knew up front that
this meant we would no longer be
able to supply the numbers of
people for the number of hours
they were needed." Safe Walks
was started because it was clear
that what was needed }'Vas a volunteer program, said Beaudoin.
"However, our original goal
was for the service to be 100 percent away from us (University
Police)," said Beaudoin, "But it's
not working out that way because
of the lack of volunteers. Right
now we' re attempting to fill in the
gaps until it (Safe Walks) is established."
Sears said they're not just
looking for students to volunteer-

anyone involved with the university or the university community
can volunteer. "However, we do
make extensive background
checks on volunteers to make sure
that they are here for the right
reasons."
Student coordinator John .
Standring said that Safe Walks has
received the equipment and funding it needs and is just having
trouble recruiting volunteers.
Standring estimated the
number of current volunteers to
be between 25 and 35. The majority of these volunteers are students,
and they are looking for volunteers from the faculty and administration. "Both the faculty and
administration expressed enthusiasm when wefirstcameupwith
the idea for Safe Walks, but none
have shown up so far at the meetings. We want to get more than the
student body involved in this
project."
"We want Safe Walks to be a
pro-active service," said Sears.
"The volunteers can approach
women walking alone and ask
them if they want an escort." Safe
Walks will also provide escorts to
off-campus locations within reasonable walking distances, such
as Young Drive. "At the present
time the security service does not
provide this service," said Sears.

PAT, from page 3
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SAFEWALKS,from page3
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ber 1. According to a letter sent
out by Walsh to the students with
complaints, he was hired to manage money matters with Strafford Place. Walsh was not available for comment.
Dwyer believes that the students have legitimate cases and
that the law is on their side, but
added that "Strafford Place is
trying to make a good faith effort
to resolve the disputes."

y

of Student's Office and Office of
Environmental Safety each paying half.
"The Parents Association
funds are a one-shot infusion of
money," said Sears. "It's the same
principle Safe Rides was started
by. Wesawaneedforavolunteer
escort service and decided this is
the way to get it started."
Sears said the Parents Association is providing a one-time
start fee of $5,000 to purchase
necessary equipment- portable
radios, flashlights, vests, assorted
paperwork. The actual amount
Safe Walks has received from the
Parents Association so far is just
under $4,000. The additional
$7,500 is needed to pay the student coordinators, and to pay for
advertising and miscellaneous
expenses.
Sears pointed out that technically Safe Walks is not a recognized student organization because it hasn't received any funding directly from the University.
RightnowSafe Walks is the result
of a coalition of Student Affairs,
Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program (SHARPP),
ffousing, Women's Commission
and Resource Center, Parents Association, and Kari-Van. "All of
these groups have shown an interest and willingness to help
somewhere along the line," said

CORRECTION:
In a page one article titled "Appeal in Steadman case
reviewed", The New Hampshire incorrectly stated that
"Dean Sanborn stated that members of the Conduct Board
that heard Steadman's case were manipulated as charged."
It should read " ... were not manipulated as charged." The
New Hampshire apologizes for the inconve nience this
mistake caused. The article was completed late, in an
effort to keep readers abreast of the continuing story and
did not recieve the editing and copy-editing attention it
should have. Again, we apologize for this oversight.
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Are we goi ng to wa r wit h Ira q?
By Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter
The likelihood of the United
States getting involved in a war
with Iraq varies depending on
whom you ask in the history and
political science departments of
UNH.
John Fitzgerald, professor of
political science, feels that it is very
likely that the United States is
headed towards war in the Middle
East.
"I don't think the Bush administration could abide a Saddam Hussein," said Fitzgerald.
"He is too much of a threat to
world oil."
Fitzgerald said that a man
such as Hussein, who has large
chemical and potential nuclear
capabilities, poses a great danger
to every Western country with
interests in the Middle East.
Fitzgerald said he believes
Bush is waiting for the arrival of 2
1 /2 armored divisions to use force
against Iraq. This would give the
United States 1,200 more tanks in
the Middle East.
Fitzgerald . said the United
States is at fault for not developing an alternative source of energy. According to Fitzgerald, the
U.S. depends too heavily on the
Middle East oil supply and should
have looked for other energy options, especially in light of the oil
crisis several years ago.
However, Fitzgerald said of
Bush's options other than war, "I
don't think he has much ~f a
choice."
Associate Professor Robert
Craig agrees with Fitzgerald in his
view that the United States is on
the verge of war. Craig, also chairman of the UNH political science
department, gave two reasons for
his opinion.
Craig said the number of
troops in Saudi Arabia represents
an effective offensive force against
Hussein. He added this number
nearly matches the number of
troops in the Vietnam War.
Also, Craig said Bush is build- ·
ing troops at a critical time for
such an offensive. Craig feels that
an armed conflict between the U.S.
and Iraq will occur during a fairly
narrow window, from January 15
to March 1.
Winter is the optimum season to use force in the Middle East
because of more moderate weather
and temperatures, Craig said. A
spring or summer conflict could
cause considerable delays. ·
According to Craig, one other
factor determines the time of at-

Scholar ships,
Fellows hips,

~
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Pregn ant?
Need Help?

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center

FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
* pregnancy testing
* counseling & information
* practical support We Carel

HOTLINE 749-4441
90 Washington Street.
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH

Libartarian Lyndon Larouche had his people and his opinion on campus yesterday. (Brion Kinne,
photo)
tack against Iraq. The Moslem during the Iran-Iraq war, and the positions and tremendous logistiholiday season begins in March U.S. destruction of an Iranian jet- cal problems will create very high
casualties. The war would be difand none of the U.S. Moslem allies liner several years ago.
ficult, costly infantry combat,
of
professor
Larson,
David
would ever consider an attack
said.
Trout
likelithe
feels
science,
political
during this period.
Voll agrees with this predic"It would be akin to attacking hood of war with Iraq is fairly low.
us on Christmas Eve," said Craig. Larson stated several reasons for tion.
"Iraq is not Grenada or PanCraig said is very much op- this view.
said Voll. "Hussein has a
ama,"
the
is
war
of
deterrent
One
the
in
actions
posed to Bush's
Middle East because he left no U.S.S.R., said Larson. ''The Sovi- very large, effective, loyal army."
Voll said an invasion oflraqiroom for negotiation. Instead of ets are not enthusiastic about the
Kuwait would result in
occupied
said.
Larson
force,"
of
use
making it a pre-conditio n for
total destruction of
almost,
the
coali25-country
the
Among
Bush
Kuwait,
of
out
get
to
Hussein
should have sought other possible tion involved in the crisis, the civilians. Voll predicts that casuunanimous a~reement of all of alties of such an ~nvasion could
options.
"Bush should have left him- them to use force would be un- range from 20,000 to 100,000 for
self more wiggle-room ," said likely, said Larson. The approval both sides.
The invasion probablywou ld
of the U.N. to use force would also
Craig.
stop there, Voll said. "Iraq
not
John Voll, professor of his- be very difficult.
probably make a.series of
would
sending
mere
the
said
Larson
departthat
tory and chairman of
ment, said the potential for a ma- of troops does not mean armed random rocket attacks against
jor military conflict will be great- conflict is imminent. Rather, Lar- Saudi oil fields, and a few would
est from late December to early son said it is "a diplomatic effort be aimed at Israel."
Voll sees the possible conflict
March. If the U.S. can survive to ratchet up the pressure on
depending heavily on armor. The
through March without using Hussein."
Larson said he sees Bush U.S. would probably initiate a
force, Voll said it would put the
crisis back in the mode of em- pursuing the avenue of calling for series of major tank and artillery
more time to see if economic sanc- strikes, Voll said. Troops would
bargo.
have to depend heavily on heliVoll said that there will be tions take effect.
Professor of political science copters for movement.
great pressures on Bush to initiate
''There is no way this would
Trout said, ''The propenThomas
an attack against Iraq, and hopes
be an infantry war," said
simply
the
but
great,
is
war
toward
sity
pressures.
he will resist those
According to Voll, an offen- imminence of war is not great." Voll. According to Voll, the tersive would be "disastrous in life The potential for armed conflict is rain would make for very difficult
and U.S. interests in the Middle present, according to Trout, but troop movement. It would involve
he feels it will remain a matter of troops crossing wide open desert
East."
Voll also said war could be the application and counter-ap- with no available cover. One
hundred thousand troops, for
initiated by some foolish and pre- plication of pressure.
example, would have to move over
exis
it
occur,
does
war
If
as
ventable accident. He gave
ground "like a big, sandy football
affair,
drawn-out
long,
a
to
pected
the
accident
an
such
of
examples
missile that struck a U.S. ship said Trout. He said the entrenched field," said Voll.
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Sample Student/Teacher Air fares
Round Trips from BOSTON

LONDON

PARIS
ATHENS
BUDAPEST
TOKYO

CARACAS
LIMA

AUCKLAND
SYDNEY

$ 410

480
590
590
759
350
430
1,099
1169

Truces not included .Fares sibject to
change .

lnt'I Student/ Teacner ID & Eurail &
Britrail Passes issued ON THE
SPOT! Work & Study Abroad
pro~rams!

nal Travel

729 Boylston St
Boston

266-1926

1384 Mass.Ave
Cambridge

497-1497
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Jennifer Brenizer and Jim Gabriel
2% of the population actually fit, into the physical stereotype
society ad decided to be the norm for American women.
1 out of every 9 women vomit to control weight.
today's Miss America weighs 30 lbs. less than Miss America in the

19S0's.
-80% of the 4th graders reported that they were on a diet.
These statistics illustrate the effect the society's standards have
on individual's in our society. Though eating disorders are though to
be a female disease, incidence may be as high as 14% in men. This
statistic is difficult to determine because many men do not report their
problem. Yes, we have heard a lot about eating disorders, how to
identify them, and help someone who has a eating disorder, but thus
problem has a root. Society has instilled their values so deeply that
Americans have problems with "body image." Body image is how
you perceive your body to look. Through this distortion, many
individuals experience "body loathing" rather than "body l~ve."
The terms comes from the book Bodylove by Rita Freedman,
Ph.D. Body loathing is a feeling of preoccupation and dissatisfaction
with appearance. It creates anxiety about body parts. It causes guilt
and shame over flaws that are real or imagined. It arouses selfconsciousness and envy. Body loathing surfaces in many forms, it
could be tension each morning over deciding what to wear, or seeing
a wrinkle as an enemy.
Body love, on the other hand, is a mixture of emotions, attitudes,
and actions that allow yoµ to enjoy the way your body looks, feels,
and what it,can do, not just what you see.
There are essential steps to working on body love.
1) paying attention to physical needs. If you listen with respect
instead of mistrust-to-pain, pleasure, hunger, fatigue-your body will
tell you how to nurture it.
2) Appreciation of the pleasures your body can inherently provide-aesthetic, athletic, sensory, and sexual.
3) Finally, there is acceptance. By accepting your flaws and
limitations, you'll be freer to enjoy the lovely parts of yourself; to
experience what it and stop longing for what isn't. Body love doesn't
mean creating a perfect body; rather, it means living happily in the
body you have.
For more information about body image and eating disorders,
contact the Office of Health Education and Promotion on the second
floor of Health Services or call them at 3823.

" " " " "
Happy Thanksgiving
from the late night
crew at The New
Hampshire!
Gobbl~, Gobble

" " " " "

AND APPLY FOR A JOB
AT THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
-MANAGING EDITOR
-NEWS EDITOR
-ARTS EDITOR
-SPORTS EDITOR
-FORUM EDITOR

-PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
-GRAPHICS ASSISTANT
-PHOTO EDITOR
-DRIVERS
-REPORTERS
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ROOM 151 IN THE MUB
BY
COME
.....
OR

CALL US - 868-1490
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Recycling in effect next semester
By Ellen Harris
Environmental Editor

A plan to accommodate the
UNH campus with an intensive
recycling program could go into
effect as early as January.
Emanuel Betz, one of three
coordinators of the recycling project, said that with proposed recycling measures, the amount of
waste disposed of at the incinerator could be cut by 50 percent.
Currently, 2200 tons of waste is
burned in the UNH incinerator
every year, costing the University
over $120,000 per year.
Betz, along with Matt Clark
and Dirk Timmons, is working to
make the plan a reality by next
semester. Betz and Clark are both
students at UNH, andTimmons is
a UNH staff member.
Betz estimates that two-thirds
of the waste generated on campus
comes from dorms and other living units. Therefore, one of the
first concepts of this new program
will be to install a "recycling station" on each floor of each building on campus, residential and
academic, according to Betz.
Each station will include collection containers for aluminum,
glass, mixed paper, cardboard and
plastics, said Betz. He estimated
that to properly outfit the campus,
350 of these stations will be cre~taj. ~in~ fQr unwc_t~ted paper
generated from copy machines
around campus are another hopeful element to the program.
In addition, Betz, Timmons,
and Clark are tentatively proposing ideas such as composting in

the dining halls and "source reduction."
Theconceptof"sourcereduction" targets the idea that recycling alone isn't enough. By reducing or eliminating the use of
unsound products like Styrofoam
and plastics, the problem of waste
management will be decreased on
the UNH campus.
Another future proposal is to
have a part-time recycling coordinatoron campus, whosejobwould
involve management of UNH' s
recycling efforts.
Betz credited the Students For
Recycling organization, run in
affiliation with the Progressive
Student Network, for initiating
recycling on campus. Students For
Recycling are responsible for the
installation of aluminum receptors in campus buildings and the
promotion of the need for them.
This new recycling program
is an expansion of the "recycling
attitude" created by Students For
Recycling at UNH, &aid Betz.
Betz said he considers educa-tion to be the most important
aspect of the new program. RA
training sessions and individual
dormmeetingsaboutrecyclingare
two ideas that will hopefully coincide with the onset of this program, according to Betz.
"In terms of education, Students For Recyclin~ will be central
to the promotion and publicity
aspects," said Betz.
"The three of us (fimmons,
Clark and Betz) report to a recycling committee made up of heads

of facility services departments,"
said Betz. Ron Lavoie from
grounds and roads, Guy Eaton
from housekeeping services, and
Assistant Vice President of Facility Services Pat Miller are all involved in the administration's
involvement in the project.
"In terms of administrational
support, I think they're working
with the students really well," said
Betz.
As for disposal of the recycled
trash, Betz said "several waste
management companies are being
considered for the project. Cost
and feasibility are factors we' re
dealing with."
Betz doesn't expect the recycling program to make money for
the University. ''The project will
break even under ideal conditions," he said.
Although the cutting the
amount of trash burned in the
incinerator will eventually save
money, the cost for the estimated
1000 extra garbage cans and several additional dumpsters (at
$1000 per dumpster) will dent
finances, ac<;ording to Betz.
What's really important, said
Betz, is to convey the seriousness
of our solid waste problem. The'
idea is to change people's lifestyles
and to get away from the present
"throw away" mentality that persists on this campus, he said.
"fhe chances for this program
to work are really good, because
everyone is behind it," said Betz.
"It's just getting the word out that
it needs to happen."

Happy 21st
Birthday

Suellen!
We love you,~

• Liz, Steph, and Lara
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Cliffs Notes

NY NE X
~

Uses the color "yellow"
as a device some where
on or in the book.
Tells you where to reach your
professors, who delivers
pizza, and how to reach
the_financial aid office.
Never ment ions the words
"a11egory," "£ores h a d ow,"
or "heroic code~'
Not an emba rrassi ng thing to
have fall out of your backp ack
in, say, English class.
Does n't analyze Hroth gar's
homilies or Unfer th as anti-hero.
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Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Directory gives you all the
information a student could possibly want. And none of the stuff you Stu den t
don't. Besides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus. Dir ect ory
The adaptation of the Cliffs Notes, Inc. cover design ,rnd lugo is used
with the permission of tht· publisher.
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C
NANCY
. .LAMBERT, UNH's on campus p
eace orps
recruiter is eager to talk to SCIENCE
AGRI<;ULTURE, ENVIRONME NTTRESTRY ,
ENGINEERING, & EDUCATION ~ '
)ORS. Find
out how YOU can make d'ffi
a 1 erence as a Peace Corps
volunteer:

SLIDES AND STORIES BY RETURNED
VOLUNTEERS

Wednesday , November 28, 7:30-9:30

. . James Hall, Room 211 ·
Or v1S1t Nancy in Wulff House, UNH, 862-1880
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Keep that long week end going with
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Wed nesd ay,N ovem .ber2 8,199 0
. UNH Field Hous e 8:00pm.
SAFO students $5

Non-stu dents $9

Tickets will be $9 for everyon e at the door
so get them now!
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SCOP E! .
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Counseling Psychology

Boston-Bouve College of Human Developm ent Professio ns
at Northeas tern Universit y offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counselin g Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificat e of Advanced
,
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.
All counselin g courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to encourag e individua l participat ion.
The curriculum includes analytica l and theoretic al courses as
well as practice-o riented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experienc e in a supervise d
clinical environm ent.
For more informati on and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counselin g Psycholog y call (617) 437-2708. Or write to
Graduate School, Boston-B ouve College of Human Developm ent
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeas tern University,
Boston, MA02115.

Submissions
must be typed
and include
name and
phone
number..
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
institution and employer.

January 2 • 18, 1991
Weekdays 9:00 am • 12 noon
Earn transfer credits towards your degree.
While other people are wasting their· holiday
break this winter, worrying about their future,
you can be doing something positive about yours.
For the first time, the University of Lowell is
offering an intensive, 3-week Winter Intersession. Choose from a range of credit and non credit courses that can accelerate your degree
program, or prepare you for -the highly competitive
marketplace.
Credit courses: Arts and Sciences, Engineering Technology, Computers, Management , Music.

• JP's JUMBO Subs &
Sand wich es
• Fresh Seafo od
• Salad s & More
• Daily Hom emad e
Spec ials

Free De liv ery
. 11 am - close
Satur day & Sund ay

868-7449

Non-credit courses: Workshops in career
development , job search techniques, selfassessment and Lotus 1-2-3.
Cost: An affordable $85.00 per credit.
Call 934-2480 for a Winter Intersession
Bulletin and registration form , or fill out the
coupon below. University of Lowell, Division of
Continuing Education , Winter Intersession, One
University Avenue, Lowell, MA 01854.

11 University of Lowell
~ Continuing Education

City: _ _ _ _State: _ _ Zlp:

Phone: (

) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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B-LOt Bal one y
Think about quitting school. It's not a
crazy option, because now that the administration has taken B-Lot from us, it's going to be
next to impossible to make it to class if you're a
commuter.
In case you don't know, our fearless
leader, Vice-President Gus Kinnear, has decided to bend under the enormous load of
pressure he has been getting from faculty who
are all mad that they don't have a place to park.
He's made the decision to tum B-Lot into a
faculty/ staff lot. That makes a lot of sense.
Approximately 280 students will lose a parking place, and a 450-space lot will be half-full as
students grovel for spaces in the other ample
lots on campus.
Guess where one of these new commuter lots is? About a mile off campus, behind
a cow barn. It's nice. The lot isn't paved or
anything, but they cleared away the manure
and trees so it looks pretty good. They even put
a little shelter there for the shuttle that will pick
you up in the isolated darkness in sub-zero

temperatures to take you back to campus. Don't
worry. If you can't get a shuttle, the Escort
Service will get you to your car safely. (Ha-ha,
just a little joke. There isn't any Escort Service
anymore.)
Everyone wants central parking. It's
too bad Kinnear hasn't taken the time to think
through his decision on B-Lot. There is a solution that will give staff, faculty and students
access to campus. Take the 100 spaces that are
now allocated for faculty/ staff in B-Lot. Give
them all to faculty, and make them happy. Give
the other 350 spots to commuters. Fill B-Lot
with a group of people that are on campus at
the same time. Q and Z lots, which together
provide almost 92 spaces, could be given to
faculty and staff. Staff persons deserve parking
too, but they frequently get to campus early
when there is lots of parking, and leave at all
times of the day.
Kinnear has heard this.solution, and up
until now says he won't budge. Up until now

DO Nor KNOW what is in the
books; therefore, you have NO
WAY of knowing if the books deal
with sexual harassment at UNH
or anyplace else for that matter. I
would also like to inform you that
Delta Chi is Nor being charged
with ANY counts of sexual asTo the Editor:
I would like to commend sault. How can you call yourselves
Tanya Karanasios and the mem- a student organization begun to
bers of SCAR for their thoroughly end the frustration when you are
researched and intelligent descrip- only creating MORE of it? You are
tion of the Delta Chi pledge book only adding fuel to the fire with
incident! Your recitement of the your infactual statements· about
FACTS, both at Tuesday night's Delta Chi.
meeting and in the article on Fri"INNOCENT UNTIL
day, are so on the mark! I am glad PROVEN GUilTY" is the foundayou have provided the campus tion of our legal system. Let me
with s~ch factual information!
remind you that Delta Chi has
Come on, Ms. •Karana- NOT been found guilty of anysios, you yourself stated "rumors thing. Wouldn't you expect this
have been circulating around treatment if charges were being
campus about (Delta Chi's Pledge) pressed against you? Wouldn't
book detailing many occurrences you at least want the FACTS to be
of sexual assault as part of pledge known?
functions". Your statement, in and
Another foundation of
of itself, is a RUMOR. Did YOU our legal system is CONFIDENread the pledge books, Ms. Kar- TIALITY. The Administration,
anasios? Did any member of SCAR Delta Chi, and any other persons
read these pledge books? Do you involved in a hearing CANNOT
know who DID, in fact, read these discuss the case until proceedings
pledge books? Well, members of are finished. There are no "Bandthe Student Affairs Office, Dur- Aids"beingstuckona nything-it
ham & UNH Police and the broth- is simply not anyone' sbusiness to
ers of Delta Chi are the ONLY know the details of ANY case until
persons who read the books. And a verdict is handed down. The
have any of the aforementioned contents of the books do not conSPOKEN PUBLICLY about the cern you-let the Courts decide if
content of these books? I believe they were obtained legally or not.
not. So just where are you getting Don't try to take the matter into
your information? The ever-fac- your own hands.
tual rumor mill, perhaps?
Ms. Karanasios and the
You totally contradict rest of the SCAR members, I sinyourself when you say, "Students cerely hope you re-evaluate the
have the right to know what is in basis of your organization. It IS
the books because it involves stu- necessary for students to be condents that were sexually harassed cerned about rape; I agree on that
at UNH and pertains to the safety issue. But it is NOT necessary for
of every woman on campus". You students to be fed with lies and

SCARI

fallacies. Haven't we got enough
to worry about without you creating an unnecessary panic? SCAR
will be much more effective if it
sticks to the FACTS and refrains
from spouting forth horror stories
based on rumor.
Kirn Varney
Chair, Student Life
Student Senate

SCAR II
To the Edi'tor:
As a member of SCAR
(Students Concerned About
Rape), I feel that the article in Friday the 16th' s issue of The New
Hampshire has misquoted myself
and Tanya Karanasios on several
points.
First of all, SCAR was
formed to promote the awareness
of rape on the UNH campus. Our
primary focus during the meeting
was not the issue of Delta Chi, the
focus was on how to make students more aware of the rapes on
campus and how we, the students,
can help to prevent rapes from
happening.
Tanya Karanasios has
received several threatening
phone calls, but she was misquoted
by TNH as saying that they were
from Delta Chi brothers. She only
reported that she had received the
threats to stay out of the issue of
· Delta Chi, but the callers had not
identified themselves. As to the
letter we would like to send to all
faculty members, it concerns itself
with letting the faculty know that
there is an important issue to be
settled, that the University has not

he has ignored the anger of the Transportation
Committee and the Student Senate. The action
is all his own doing. Even President Nitzschke
hasn't announced an opinion on B-Lot. This is
great news from a President who told us at
Convocation that he would have the parking
problem solved by the end of fall semester.
So here's the scoop. Tomorrow we find
out if Kinnear is going to change his mind about
B-Lot. Call the man today, or at least write him
a letter and tell him you're not going to put up
with any more of this bull.
Just for the record, we took a little poll,
and found out that the average student has
given the University $200 in parking fines so far
this semester. Make Kinnear and the rest of his
cronies use all this cash to get construction under
way for a parking garage.
We have to stand up for ourselves on this
one. If the administration blows us off again on
the parking issue, lets make it clear that we will
act.

informed the campus about.
We also feel that it was
not emphasized enough that what
we have heard about Delta Chi,
from various sources, has been in
noway been confirmed. We would
like to emphasize however, the
fact that the University has not
informed the students what is
going on. We feel that this issue
can not be taken lightly or glossed
over by the University, as the students have a right to know the
contents of the book, especially if
it pertains to the safety of women
on campus.

We believe that the contents of the books should be revealed so that the issue of Delta
Chi can be settled. The students
have a right to know what is in the
books whether it is only names or
hobbies of pledges, or if they con
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·
by Jill Conrad and Ann-Marie Elek

Bring Back B~ Lot
Within the last few days, most of you have
received a letter explaining a new parking
arrangement from Executive Vice President, Gus
Kinnear. This arrangement calls for the currently
combined faculty/staff/commuter B lot, next to
McConnell to become an all faculty/ staff lot.
A few weeks ago, the university
transportation committee considered ·this parking
proposal to change the status of B-lot. This was a
proposal to calm faculty complaints about the parking
situation (namely faculty members who teach in
Horton, McConnell and PCAC). After giving this
proposal serious consideration BOTH the Student
Senate and the transportation committee (comprised
of representatives from the whole campus
community) decided that changing B-lot would NOT
be the best way to solve the parking problem. Here
are the primary reasons why this proposal failed in
BOTH decision making bodies.
1. commuters would lose approximately 280
parking spots in B-lot (data which was collected by
Deputy Chief Paul Kopreski)
2. It is questionable at this moment as to
whetheror notthe new parking lot on Mast Road will
be functional during the winter months if a certain
amount of snow/ ice builds up (since it is a gravel lot)
3. There is only an average of 75 spaces open
in A-lot in order to absorb the lost 280 spaces for
commuters.
4. The large number of spaces that would
become open to faculty/ staff in B-lot will outnumber
the amount of faculty parking an a daily basis. In
other wors}s, it would be a .waste of space to have Blot open, waiting for the faculty to show up while
commuters drive by and see a large, half-empty lot.
5. There are plenty of OTHER,
ALTERNATIVE solutions/ideas/proposals that
would help solve the problem for faculty and would
avoid causing students to become irate and feel more
alienated from the decision-making process on this
campus than they already are.
As student leaders, it would seem to us tha,t
it would make much more sense to institute parking
plans that met the real needs of all affected groups.
The B-lot proposal is a narrow-minded band-aid
which largely gives too much to faculty and takes too
much away from students. It is a well known fact that
the faculty in McConnell, Horton, PCAC have been
frustrated to say the least, with the new parking plan.
Angry letters have gone to the administration stating
that faculty are missing classes and office hours
because they cannot find a parking space. According

to Deputy Chief Kopreski, however, there are always
spaces available on the other side of campus. The
issue, then, is not whether or not there are enough
parking spaces, but it is WHERE they are.
Last Friday, several faculty members
assembled to discuss this issue with Vice President
Kinnear. Essentially, they demanded all of B-lot. Dr.
Kinnear, in his efforts to improve an already shaky
relationship.between the administration and faculty,
took it upon himself to make this decision. He then
sent letters explaining the terms of the proposal to all
·students. Essentially, the work/recommendation/
ideas/ of the transportation committee was ignored.
As soon as members of the Student Senate
found out about this, we went directly to President
Nitzschke (Friday at 4:30 PM). He was not aware of
this resolute action taken by Gus Kinnear. We want
our voice to be heard LOUD AND CLEAR: THE BLOT PROPOSAL WILL CAUSE MORE PROBLEMS
THAN IT WILL SOLVE.
According to Dr. Kinnear's letter to all
students, this change will be effective as of tomorrow
(November 22, 1990), however after meeting with
President Nitzschke and Dr. Kinnear and Student
Senate members, Monday morning at 7:30 AM, a
verbal agreement was reached to put off the
enforcement of this plan until after Thanksgiving.
Meanwhile, the same students will continue to meet
with Nitszchke and Kinnear and aggressively pursue
a more agreeable solution. The next vital meeting is
Wednesday morning at 10:30 AM. We do not plan on
leaving the meeting l!ntil an agreement is found.
What can you do?
Whether you are a student who parks in Blot, another lot, or if you do not currently drive THIS
AFFECTS YOU. Write letters, make phone calls, and
be ready to take action. WE need the strength of the
student body behind us should this policy be
continued to be enforced. This is only one step in
many to move the students off inner campus to park.
With many proposals and suggestions put forth
already by students, we are CONFIDENT there is
another solution which would be better for all
constituencies for our ever popular parking dilemma.
Write letters to:
Gus Kinnear: T-Hall, telephone# 862-2232
Steve Larson: T-Hall, telephone# 862-4041
Student Senate: Room 130 MUB 862-1494

Jill Conrad is the Chairperson of the Commuter/
Greek Affairs Council. Ann-Marie Elek is the Vice
President of the Student Body.

School Thoughts From Abroad
Since I've been here in France, I've
received several issues of The New Hampshire
and felt compelled to write for the 'ole UNH
fish-wrap. All I want to do is dispel a few myths
about France and share some thoughts I've had.
Whatbettersectiontodotha tinthan"University
Forum" the ultimate forum of higher thought?
OK, regarding the myths about France:
A. Showers: yes, everyone takes them,
in, fact, I think more often than I do. However,
they do tend to wear the same exact clothes for
three or four days consecutively.
B. Women with hairy legs and armpits:
I haven't seen any. I think there are probably
more at UNH than in the south of France. I'm
notsayingifthat'sgoodorb ad,I'mjustmaking
an observation.
C.FrenchToast:Idon'tkno wwherethat
came from but I sprung the idea on my host

family and they thought I was nuts. "Eggs on
. bread? On the grill?" I made some for them and
now they're hooked. Maybe I'll quit school and
open up a restaurant called "Chez Mike" that
serves only "American Toast."
-You ever notice when you're looking
for something you never find it until the last
place you look??
-UNH could probably save about a
bazillion dollars if they tu.med down the heat in
the library twenty or thirty degrees ... Celsius.
-If a female sea-lion is referred to as the
cow and the male the bull, and the same for
elephants and many other animals, then what is
the title for the animals we call cows and bulls?
-Why does everyone speed up when
they go upstairs?
-Next time you walk by the T-Hall
Parking Lot, go up to the man in the little booth

D

by Mike McNeilly

and tellhim tohaveareallysuper-terrific day... or
you could just tip his booth over.
-Not many people know this but Donny
Emerick, Matt O'Connor and a whole slew of
allegedly "environmentally aware" people live
. in styrofoam houses off-campus and on
weekends they enjoy littering and running
around spraying aerosol cans at each other.
Finally, I know finals are coming up
soon, so here's a little tip: Don't bother to use a
#2 pencil. Trust me, it's the biggest scam ever!
The company which makes up the exams also
makes all #2 pencils so they trick everyone into
buying them. Now you know so this semester
go crazy and use a #2 1/2, a pen, or a purple
crayon. If I were there, I know I would.
Well, that's all for now. See you next
semester. Au Revoir! Mike McNeillyis asophomore

who is currently on exchange in France.
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tain details of sexual harassment.
SCAR discussed this issue of Delta Chi because we felt
that the University has made no
move in revealing what is going
on. We hope that students will
take action and demand that the
University will enlighten us as to
what is actually happening.
Sincerely,
Students Concerned About
Rape
Laura Mayle
Tanya ~ranasios

SCAR, Ill
To the Editor:
SCAR (Students Concerned About Rape), is a newly
founded organization on this
campus. The name, however, does
not really do justice to what this
organization is about. According
to a co-founder, Ms. Karanasios,
there has been a rumor that the
pledge books of Delta Chi, confiscated by the Durham Police, give
details of sexual assault as being
part of the pledge program.
Does SCAR have any
reason to believe this rumor? Sinc_e
no one has actually looked in the
books, besides members of the
fraternity, there is no reason or
evidence for this rumor. SCAR is
assuming that because it is a 'se':!"~~, £!°~.~~!~.;_~y t-00!.r. tha~ th~!''.:'
must be something evil inside it.
The article in TNH concerningSCARcontradictsanother
article in the paper by saying a
ritual book was confiscated, rather
than pledge books. The article
indicates that the people of SCAR
believe that it was single ritual
book that was taken and they wish
to know the contents. If the people
of SCAR do believe it was a ritual
book taken, then my question is:
Do the people of SCAR actually
believe that a nationally recognized fraternity, with hundreds of
chapters around the nation, actually distributes a ritual book to
each chapter that says Part 1: Go
assault a female.
In reality, it was pledge
books that were taken by the police and these books generally
contain information about brothers: real racy things like their
hometown and phone numbers.
I cannot deny the possibility that there are descriptions of
sexual assault in those books just
as I cannot deny that the possibility of life on Venus. The issue is of
why should these books be looked
at.' Can SCAR produce any reason, besides what they heard, that
those books should be investigated? It is strong prejudice against
fraternities to believe in his rumor.
Founding an organization on a rumor is wrong. The
concern about sexual assault on
campus and the desire to do something about it is noble. But this
organization is by nature a reaction toa trespassing offense which

has absolutely no connection to
rape. Nobody has the right to read
something private simply because
they heard something bad was in
it.
In TNH, it states that
Karanasios and Mayle as saying
that UNH students have a right to
know what is in the book because
it involves students that were
sexually harassed. SCAR has
jumped from a rumor to saying
there were students sexually harassed. This is an accusation against
Delta Chi and I would like to know
what evidence SCAR has to support their claim.
The logic of SCAR is:
Inquiring minds want to know.
They are thriving off of this type of
thinking. Their heart may bein the
right place-concern over women
who are assaulted-but their organization and their brains are
seriously misdirected. The cofounder themselves said they are
taking rumors seriously.
Maybe we should come
up with a more catchy name for
SCAR like SW AG-Students Concerned About Gossip or
STABETH-Students That Believe
Everything They Hear. But I think
the best name of all is SPAM. This
name speaks for itself.
Andrew M. Albright
Senior

Think
About War
To the Editor:
This is in response to
Michael Cannuscio's letter in the
November 16 edition of The New
Hampshire. There seems to be some
confusion over my position concerning Operation Sand Dune,
and American policy in the Kuwait-Iraq crisis.
I feel Operation Sand
Dune was a tremendous success
if one judges it only by its stated
objectives. In this sense, Operation Sand Dune was remarkably
effective. However, I believe support of this program infers agreement with U.S. intervention in the
Middle East. This is where Mr.
Cannuscio and I disagree. In my
eyes Operation Sand Dune failed
in an overall sense because it did
not address the root cause for
American troops being in Saudi
Arabia. This root cause is misguided American policy regarding the Kuwait-Iraq crisis.
Peace
cannot
be
achieved through either military
intervention or complete withdrawal. If Mr. Cannuscio had attended the teach-ins sponsored
by the History, Political Science,
and Sociology Departments, I
think he would realize this. Peace
must involve many things, but
the first step is diplomacy. Why
hasn't the U.S. sent someone to
talk with the Iraqis? The recent
interview of Saddam Hussein
conducted by Peter Jennings suggests Iraq is willing to end the war
before it starts.
I do not condone the
invasionofKuwait, however I feel

the rhetoric concerning "naked
aggression" is nothing more than
propaganda. Iraqi troops would
never have marched into Saudi
Arabia as many would lead us to
believe. Hussein only wants a port,
an outlet for his oil. And he has
just reasons for this. Again, if Mr.
Cannuscio had attended theteachins he would realize this. Furthermore, if Mr. Cannuscio wants to
talk about "naked aggression" let
us not forget to mention illegal
American involvement in Nicaragua, El Salvador, and the Angolan
civil war. Yet again, the American
government has dirtied its hands
by saying one thing and doing
another.
I believe U.S. involvement is based primarily, but not
solely, on protecting oil interests.
If we do not realize this we are
lying to ourselves. As we all know,
was equals money. And by golly
our economy sure is hurting ... So
you make the connection.Just like
we fought the war in Vietnam
under false justifications of preventing communist world domination, we will fight this war in
the Middle East under exaggerated claims of naked aggression.
Mr. Cannuscio brought
up a very important point near the
start of his letter. "A large percentage of the student population at
U.N.H.havegoneabouttheirdaily
routines without the slightest care
regarding this volatile situation."
A recent front-page article in The
Wall Street Journal stated that if a
shooting war occurs in the Middle
East, college campuses will explode with anti-war activism. Why
do we have to wait for the bloody
killing to begin? Why can't we
explode with activism before a war
starts? This seems to me to be the
best way to truly show support for
American troops. Let them know
we don't want them coming back
all shot apart and stuffed in black
plastic bags!
What should our concerns as students really be? They
should be with STOPPING OUR
NATIONFROMDESCENDING
INTO THE HELL OF WAR.
Numerous sources have reported
there is a good chance that there
will be no college deferment this
time around. Shouldn't we be the
least bit upset about all of this?! As
Kelly Halbran said, 'The possibility of war is not a political issue for
me - it is an anti-human tragedy
that should not happen."
Peace and hope,
KevinR. Coy
Sophomore
P.S. To all students: Please
attend the Vigil for Peace in the
Gulf on Tuesday, Nov. 20, T-Hall
Lawn 12:30-2 pm.

Thanks
Gus
To the Editor:
The decision making
process at UNH is not t~e "Demo-

cratic System" that G. E. Kinnear
claimed he was trying to encourage. I am troubled by this perception of democracy.
Claiming the reception of
"A few Steamy Letters from Faculty and Parents" as the reasons
for changing B-lot into a faculty/
staff only parking lot brings this
into question. The Student Senate
and the Administratlve Transportation Committee both opposed
this move. They were joined because he believed that the letters
received carried more weight that
the representative body for students as experts on Campus Policy.
This is all while he stated
there were parking spaces for faculty/ staff out near Barton Hall
whichare emptyatalltimesofthe
day. If there are spaces empty, yet
he receives letters from faculty
saying that there are no spaces to
park, doesn't that bring into question the real concern of the letters?
Might they have meant "No Spaces
next to my building?"
There are precedents for
ignoring students and the "Democratic Process." Remember: the
placement of the SAC's and the
design of those apartments were
both decisions made in previ·o us
years where the Senate's opposition was ignored. This year the
Academic Plan failed Senate also
for lack of student input. Now
they have gone so far as to ignore
the Transportation Committee,
put together by the President.
What is going on with
this "D~mocratic Process?" How
many decisions will be made according to one person's perception which is in direct opposition
to a representative body and a
committee of experts? Decisions
are being made as though UNH is
a large corporation. No real impact is being made by the representatives of those affected. Corporatist policies are not democratic.
If we are trying to get a
democratic system working here,
then accept the input of the Senate
and Transportation Committee. If
the adminstration insists on making decisions regardless of opposition by students, then admit that
there is not a "Democratic System."
The University is a community, Nara corporation; but if
you insist on running the University like a corporation, disregarding Senate, then I ask you: Who
are the customers? Who pays the
bills?
Respectfully,
Danny Prats
Senior Student Senator

Gifts of
Caring
To the Editor:
As Thanksgiving is approaching we of the UNH Red
Cross Blood services wish to ex-

press thanks to UNH students,
· faculty, town and staff who have
given us so much!
While you are away on
your vacation, we want you to
know that we have much to be
thankful for and you students are
greatly responsible for it, not only
for our blood drives but for the
great things you have done lately
to keep other community services
and attempt to make UNH
brighter again and have more
cooperation of groups working
together. The Student Actiivities
Board organized a dance .in September and planned a terrific
parade beofre Homecoming and
did so in excitement and fun besides bringing us all together.
Acacia Fraternity planned
and accomplished a generous and
concerned idea for those involved
in the "Operatio Desert Shield"
who will not be home for the holiday but will have Acacia's project
to know that someone is thinking
of them.
Another bright light is
the University Student Organization of PA VE and AD Medical
Student Group who will join our
loyal residential, commuters and
our dedicated Greeks to carry on
the desire to serve to community
together for everyone's benefit on
our own little world.
When you return, we
will be getting ready for our holiday blood drive-on Monday, December 3rd through Friday, december 7th from 12 to 5 at the
MUB. At this event you can prove
again that you care 1
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman

F.A.O.
Viewpoint.
To the Editor:
This letter is in regards
to Jill Sokora' s response to my
letter about the financial aid office.
The reason I did not sign
my name to the letter is because I
know how petty the Financial Aid
Office is and I feared that I would
be treated even worse when I went
in there, and I'd be given less
money.
I do know the procedures, and how money is allocated, but I also know that how
fast and how much depends on
theF.A.O.
I will cite a true example.
While I was in there another student came in and I overheard one
counselor tell another, "Give him
whatever he wants, he's a cu tie!!!"
I rest my case.
Jennifer Davis
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Boston's Lyres: ·They're Still On Fyre
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
I've always loved garage
bands, the smaller the better. I
started out with the biggies, like
the Clash and the Stones, and
worked my way down the oily
ladder of obscurity to bands like
Them and the Stooges. However,
I can never claim to be so fluent in
garagesethat I'm able to recite the
complete line-ups of such musical giants as the Droogs. or the
13th Floor Elevators. But I know
one soulful dude who can: Jeff
Conolly, singer /keyboardist (Vox
only) /music conceptualist for the
seminal Boston garage band the
Lyres.
JeffConolly,alias "Mono
Man" (a tag which ostensibly refers to the man's fascination with
audio, however obsolete), has
been the driving force and only
common thread in a band which
has run through fourteen line-up
changes and nineteen different
members since its inception almost twelve years ago. The Lyres
rose out of the ashes of another
well-established Boston cult band
DMZ which featured the likes of
David Robinson, future Cars
drummer. DMZ rode the crest of
the New Wave which was starting to break in an anarchic way
back in '76 and managed, ij~ put
out one indie (on Bomp) and one
major release (on Sire) over a two
vear oeriod before succumbing to
a fate worse than death: record
company apathy.
Jeff Conolly and his various mates have been anything but
apatheticabouttheirmusic. Three
full length releases for Ace of
Hearts Records, On Fyre (1984),
Lyres Lyres (1986), and A Promise
Is A Promise (1988), as well as a:1

assortment of twelve inchers and
singles are sterling examples of
songwriting efficiency and musical energy. Singles like "Don't
Give It Up Now'' and "She Pays
TheRent" areamongthebesttunes
ever to come out of Boston, from
Aerosmith to Zulus. Every song

describes the singer's travails in a
relationship: "I'm totally into
wimp rock.the mentality of being
hurt by a woman: it's a great feeling!"
Longtime Lyres' fans
around these parts haven't been
feeling so great since Jeff Conolly
packed the band in and packed up
for San Diego almost two years
ago. But the band's raucous return to their home venue (the Rat)
in their home town (Boston) Friday night was an occasion to cele-

Elevators) recently released over an easy rhythm with regular
tribute, Where The Pyramid Meets splashes of guitar tremolo and
pull-offs over Jeff's deep, croonThe Eye.
This intolerance takes the ing lead. In interview, Jeff deform of false assurances by Bill scribeshowthesongwasrecorded:
Bentley, the producer of the com- "I sung through the monitors at
pilation project. Bentley assured full volume. The band had a betJeff that "We Sell Soul" (a song by ter time because I wasn't there (in
the same room) making them
nervous ...the (recorded) vocal is
the scratch vocal. There were no
overdubs except for a tambourine and a second guitar."
Friday's Rat throng
didn't seem to mind hearing the
song• twice in one performance:
once halfway through the set and
again for the last sweat-drenched
encore. The set was rowdy, with
a rambunctious crowd rumbling
to furiously-paced material and
almost upsetting on several occasions Jeff's Vox planted front and
center. A fight once almost broke
out several people behind me but
the disturbance was quenched by
the sheer mass of bodies pressed
together. A couple of Rat regulars
took the mike when the band left
the stage before each encore and
rallied the throng to make their
desire for more music heard.
Happy but fatigued, the crowd
obliged the ralliers, and the band
iat), bassist Rick Coraccio (cool
Roky' s pre-Elevators' group the obliged the crowd.
Jeff obliged me with an
and collected in the best bass Spades- "before he smoked
player tradition), and Ricky weed .. he might've had a beer") airing of his views on the general
Carmel (the closest to a Conolly
would be included on the compi- music scene and his past and preslation. The fact is that "We Sell ent place in it. He mentioned
free spirit with his wanton wireless way- he deliberately dis- Soul" is only available.o n the Pyra- burope's appeal to new artists
obeyed Jeff's order Friday night mid cassette and not the CD which trying to break through and the
not to play with a wireless hook- obviously limits the track's expo- overseas music ind us try' swillingup). Mr. Conolly also enjoys the sure, especially as radio stations ness to take risks with new, unrenewed intolerance of an old label are loathe to cue up cassettes for known artists. Jeff and co's. travels on the Continent have been
(Sire) in his dealings with prod uc- airplay.
ing "We Sell Soul" for the Roky
"We Sell Soul" is a very enlightening: "you have to learn
Erickson (leader of the 60' s psy- good song, "a total anthem" Jeff how to pronounce ice in a differchedelic Texas band, the 13th Floor calls it. The band saunters along ent language."
''The touring thing is no
picnic, but if you acquire the taste
for touring then it can be a lot of
fun. When I'm touring, I'm a
workaholicJ'm the road manager,
I book the hotels, I advance the
dates. I know all the highways.
I'm the greatest navigator in the
United States. I have all the maps.
I know all the highways in Canada and Europe as well. I can do
the whole Continent- I don't give
a shit about England. There's just
no money there, unless you' re
R.E.M. I bet the Pixies made some
money too."
Jeff Conolly might come
across as arrogant, but his visions
are sculpted and finished from
insight and experience. If Jeff
sometimes contradicts himself in
his arguments for or against some
artist or musical style, it's not out
of carelessness but out of a desire
to answer any question and to
debate the most thoroughly he
knows how. For instance, Jeff
sarcastically snarls ''Wow, I can't
wait to read Bill Wyman's biograbrate "with gusto!" (as the original Modern Lover Jonathan Richman might say).
Mr. Conolly is recently
experiencing some strange twists
of fate. The original Lyres presently back him up: drummer Paul
Murphy (a stoic, musical proletar-

phy of the Stones" and continues
in a dead pan, sincere voice ''but
I'll probably read it because I love
stuff like that."
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Inci~er ator spews 100 tons every day
By Pam Nealey
News Reporter
For the majority of the year, Professor Tat Smith of the
natural resources department has to keep his office window closed ..
His office in James Hall is acro.ss from the Lamprey
Regional Incinerator and Smith said that ashes and soot
come in through his window whenever he has it open.
''This incinerator is disgusting," said Smith. ''You
can't live this close to it and not notice it," he continued.
The incinerator burns municipal solid waste and garbage from households in 13 surrounding towns and from
UNH, according to Patrick Genest the administrator of the
Lamprey Incinerator.
Genest said that 100 tons of waste are burned every
single day.
The ash left o:ver after burning the waste is brought to ·
the Lamprey landfill in Somersworth where it is put into a
double-lined ash monofill, said Genest.
The ash is treated by mixing sludge left over from the
Somersworth Waste Water Treatment Plant with the ash,
according to Bob Desjardins, an operator at the treatment
plant.
He said the "huge mound" of ash and sludge are
covered with a plastic liner.
According to Genest the ash/ sludge mixture is tested
monthly and "only a little bit of salt and ammonia, but no
toxins are found," he said.
When asked about the effects this process has to the
environment and to the health of people Genest said, "I'm
an environmentalist and the only thing to do with it is bum
it. When we put wastes in the ground they come back to
haunt us."
He added that recycling in Durham and the surrounding towns has not had much of an effect on reducing the
amount of wastes incinerated.
Furthermore, Genest added that the emissions from
the incinerator are low because "we don't burn rubber tires

or stuff like that."
Smith said that at night the stacks of the
incinerator are blown and this releases large
particles into the air.
Dr. Bob Eckert, the environmental conservation program coordinator at UNH, said that
there are corrosive substances in the ash, pointing out that the paint on the natural resources
department van was ruined by the ash particles.
Smith said, "It is difficult for me to believe
there isn't an impact on the vegetation" and
surrounding environment.
There are dead and dying trees around
here, he added.
Smith said the water quality of College
Brook is bad because "sewers and drains in the
building of the incinerator go straight into
College Brook."
-Genest said that "we affect a percentage of
College Brook pollution but we are at present
time eliminating this."
He stated that by May 1991 nothing will go
into College Brook from the incinerator.
Also, Genest said, "People should worry
more about buildings like Spaulding that are
dumping stuff into the brook."
The Lamprey Incinerator's license expires
in 1995 said Genest, and they are planning to
renew the license to extend the·operation of the
incinerator to 1998.
The problem Eckert sees with incineration
is that "in the long-run, it is not safe due to air
pollution and the disposal of possibly toxic ash.
It is a short-term fix and it certainly smells bad." Lamprey Regional Incinerator sits across from James
Smith said incineration is a trade-off between "one
(Brion Kinne photo)
waste and pollution problem to another."
a lot of crap into the air and there is a lot of stink but the
Lori Oxenreider, a senior English major said, "It spews
incinerator doesn't ever seem like a big issue on campus."

Congas, Gourds and Bongos
Simon wins with Brazilia n Bonanz a
By Geoff Hoffman
Arts Reporter
Paul Simon
The Rhythm of the Saints

Warner Bros. Records,
Inc.

~\1¥:H~~JWJ

It'sbeenfouryearssince
Simon's last creation Graciland
won the Grammy for best album
of the year. His newest release
seems headed in the same
direction.
Graceland was one of the
first major pop albums to
successfully combine the sounds
of vastly different cultures. In
doing so, Simon made the
American public more aware of
third worldmusicthanithadever
been before.
With his newest work
Simon moves his rhythmic focus
up the African coastline from
South to West Africa. Rhythm of
The Saints incorporates the
distinctive sound of Brazilian
drums, congas, gourds, bongos,
shakers, and bells. This isn't a
watered down or synthesized
imitation of the real thing. As he

did in Graceland, Simon utilizes
native musicians and even
recorded most of the drum work
live on the streets of Brazil,
apparently hanging microphones
from lamp posts and windows to
get an authentic sound.
But in creating a unique
musical style, The Rhythm of the
Saints goes even further than
Graceland did. Simon is able to
integrate his lyrics and musical
arrangements so closely to the
foreign rhythms that the two have
become virtually one-neither a
Simon and Garfunkel pop sound
nor a Brazilian funk.
OnhisnewalbumSimon
orchestrates beautifully.He brings
back the harmony of Ladysmith
Black Mambazo (who you may
remember from the Graceland cut
"Diamonds on the Soles of Her
Shoes") ·and lhe guitar work of
Ray Phiri (who was featured on
Graceland's ''You Can Call Me Al")
and adds appearances by Adrian
Belew, C.J. Cheneir, and Hugh
Masekela, as well as the live drum
work of Grupo Cultural Olodum.
Combine all of those and many
more with Simon s bnlhant lyncs.

and you'll get a hint of the power
of Rhythm of the Saints.
The complexity of the
rhythms
and
musical
arrangements by themselves
would reward many listenings,
but even the lyrics alone set them
apart from almost any other
popularmusicbeingrecorded.On
''The Obvious Child," the album's
first single, Simon turns a simple
semi-autobiographical story into
the clever double meaning meant
by the title. "Some people say that
sky is just the sky /But I say /Why
deny the obvious child?" In the
song, the obvious child is both the
question: why deny the obvious,
child, as well as a single noun: the
obvious consequences of a
decision.
One of the marks of any
good lyricist is his ability to match
his lyrics with their music. At his
best, Simon's lyrics flow so easily
that it is hard to imagine any other
word that would seem to fit into
thesong.(TrytoimagineYouCan
Call Me Al with different lyrics
and phrasing.) On the choruses of
the Coast and Born at the Right

Time, their words work almost
perfectly to unify the songs both
musically and thematically. And
with his lyrics both as concrete
and universal as they are, Simon is
able to tackle subjects as diverse as
the destruction of both the jungle
and of musical quality, in "Can't
Run But,"for example. There are
also plenty of the typical,
eminently quotable Simon
rhymes: "I believe in the future/I
mayliveinmycar/Myradiotuned
to/ the voice of a star."
If some of the critics of
Graceland claimed Simon was
simply usingthe sound of another
culture for his own benefit, it is to
be hoped he keeps on using other
cultures as successfully as he does
on his latest release. Both cultures
benefit from music as intelligent,
informed, and innovative as Paul
Simon's work on The Rhythm of the
Saints.

That's right boy! We gonna get
nutty with Smithereens, real
soon! Wath for it in Da New
Hampsha, Arts!
Word.
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High-Speed, low-drag fear and loathing
with Thompson's Songs of the Doomed
From the Air Force to jail ; 30 years with the doctor of the
desperate and deranged
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Staff Reporter

Songs of the Doomed
Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
Summit Books
"We live in cheap and
twisted times. Our leaders are
low-rent Fascists and our laws are
a tangle of mockeries." says Dr.
Hunter S. Thompson, the father of
Gonzo journalism. Thompson has
combined fact and fiction over the
years to get at the truth that neither
journalism or fiction could give us
on their own. His writings are
brutally honest tales of sex, drugs,
and the rock and roll mentality of
our culture whether it be on the
streets of Las Vegas or on the steps
of Capitol Hill. He writes violent
- stories of desperate men in
depraved times. His works are
shocking pieces of first person
narrative that put us at the scene
and let us experience our culture
in:a way no other writer has let us.
Thompson has ridden with the
Hell's Angels, talked football with
l\1cnara l'lilxon, am1 has 1ookeu at
America's drug culture with the
eyes of someone who has lived it.
In writing as only he can,
Hunter S. Thompson has
chronicled our times. He has
defined our culture by recording
the death of the American Dream.
It is 1'990 now. Dr.
Thompson has been writing his
social and political commentary
for over 30 years. Thompson has
watched our society decay.
"Recent polls indicate that the only
people who feel optimistic about
the future are first-year law
students who expect to get rich by
haggling over the ruins ...and they
are probably right" says
Thompson.
Thompson's journey to

proceeding chronologically taking
stops in each decade from then till
the present. The combination of
new writing with the old gives the
reader new view of some of
Thompson's older works
including everything from Hell's
Angels to Generation of Swine.
The book explores not
only the downfall of our socety
but the reasons for it. From fast
times in New York City in the
fifties, to his adventures at the 1968
D~mocratic Convention in
Chicago in the sixties, to life on the
political trail in the 70s and 80s,
Thompson
explores. the
groundwork for our society as we
enter the nineties.
Although the nineties are
less than a year old Thompson has
once again witnessed first hand
the trend of the decade.. The final
section of the book is titled,
Welcome to the nineties: Welcome
to Jail. Thompson sees this decade
as a time of police oppression and
has already been a victim. His
house was the subject of an eleven
hour search and when it was over
Thom:pson offered this headline
for the story: ''Lifestyle Police Raid
Home of 'Crazed' Gonzo
life to our sickly society.
culture. It was a seemy adventure Journalist; Eleven Hour Search by
Songs of the Doomed goes that explored the issue from the Six Trained Investigators Yields
beyond where any Thompson inside out. It questioned our Nothing But Crumbs." When the
novel has gone before. The morals and mocked those who trial was over Thompson was
individual adventures of Fear and were too stupid to look at what freed. Prosecutors had dropped
Loathing in Las Vegas, Fear and was going on in the world around the case.
Loathing on the Campaign Trail '72 them
From wide eyed reporter
and the political lashings of
Thompsons Fear and to Gonzo journalist Songs of the
Generation of Swine are replaced by Loathing on the Campaign Trail '72, Doomed takes us through
a collection of works that spans 32 took us on another powerfully Thompson's life. It is a story of
years and in the process finally de~adent adventure.
He disilluionment not only for the
gives the reader a real perspective illustrated the viscious, merciless author but for our society. This
on the death of the American world of politics. The read er could book combines all the energy of
Dream.
find the truth in this book that the his previous work with a
Fear and Loathing in Las news numbers didn't show.
framework that gives them
Vegas, Thompson's most famous
The book begins whith . important social context.
work, took us on a seedy journey Thompson entering journalism in
into the center of America's drug the 1950s and finds itself
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this conclusion of hopelessness is
recorded in his latest work Songs
of the Doomed. Thompson gives
the reader excerpts from his forty
year trip and comments on the
worth of everything from fast
motorcycles to our political
system.
When -Jack Kerouac
wrote On The Road he was heralded
as the definer of the beat
generation. Thompson has with
Songs of the Doomed gone far
beyond where Kerouac left off.
Where Kerouac only alluded to
the reasons for his generations
dissatisfaction, Thompson boldly
goesintotheheartofourproblems,
exploring all the facets that pump

-

Present meets past with huge Elektra set
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Staff Reporter
Rubaiyat: Elektra' s 40th
Anniversary
Various Artists
Elektra Entertainment

Over the past 40 years
Elektra Entertainment has
established itselfas one of the most
important record labels in the
music industry. With artists from
Harry Chapin, to the Doors, to the
Cure, to Judy Collins Elektra has a
history of excellence as well as
diversity.
To celebrate this history
Elektra has released Rubaiyat:
Elektra' s40thAnniversary. The two
record set is an exploration of
previously released songs by
current Elektra artists. In the 18

months that it took to produce the
albums the current artists were
asked to pick a song or artists that
they found inspirational.
Bob Krasnow, chairman
of Elektra Entertainment points out
that the album is not about the past.
"It is about the future of Elektra,
squaring its debt with that which
has come before us."
The 39 tracks on the album
are as diverse as the original artists.
Some interpretations are simple
covers of the originals while others
are completely new arrangements
that take the original to places that
it has never been before. Each artist
has taken the elements of the
original that inspired him and
presented it to the listener.
Sometimes this is just a mood,
sometimes its a message, other
times simply musical style.

Rubaiyat takes the
listener on a trip through time and
makes stops throughout Elektra' s
history. The record's sequence is
not based on chronology or
popular success. Executive
Producer Lenny Kaye has taken
the individual artists' projects and
arranged them to display the
variety and diversity of the songs.
While the lengthy album
effectively chronicles Elektra's
success it's longwinded format
smothers some of the better
selections. Excellent selections
such as The Sugarcubes doing
.Saikat's "Motorcycle Mama", the
Pixies rendition of "Born in
Chicago", Faster Pussycat' s
version of Carly Simon's ''You're
so Vain", and Happy Mondays
doing John Kongos' ''Tokoloshe
Man" are drowned by plethora of

mediocre songs on the first disc.
10,000 Maniacs' version ofJackson
Brown's 'These Days", Metallica' s
slashing run through Queen's
"Stone Cold Crazy", Danny
Gatton's version of "Apricot
Brandy'' highlightthe second disc.
The best selection of the
collection is The Cure's remake of
the Doors' 1968 hit "Hello I Love
You". It is the most successful
attempt to pay homage to the past
while laying groundwork for the
future. Fortunately it is the first
song in the collection and has been
pulled out for a respectable
amount of airplay.
The
progressive, almost dancelike,
· remake pulses with energy as
Robert Smith uses a charisma
totally unlike Morrison's but no
less effective.
Elektra has managed, in

the age of digital sound, to make a
collection that combines 40 years
of history from vinyl records to
compact discs. In the process they
have released several excellent
interpretations of older songs
while killing others, such as Ernie
Isley' s version of The Cars' "Let's
Go". In the end the size of the
project may be its biggest
drawback. Rubaiyat is an album
designed to be a compact disc.
Without the ability to randomly
access the tracks the collection
grows tiresome and seems to
collapse under its own weight.
With random access Rubaiyat:
Elektra' s 40thAnniversary offers the
lister the ability to listen to some
excellent and unusual covers.

'
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MUSO presents:

-

A multi-media presentation on the secret ways ad
men arouse your sexuality and even your death wish ·to sell and manipulate consumers.

_SUBL~IMINAL SEDUCTION
In person

DR. WILSON BRYAN KEY
. Author of -THE AGE OF MANIPULATION

-

(a new book from Henry Holt Publishers) and the Best-Selling Signet Paperbacks

SUBLIMINAL SEDUCTION, MEDIA SEXPLOITATION
THE CLAM PLATE ORGY

-

, and

Tuesday November 27, 1990
Granite State Room, MUB
FREEfor
students with ID

8 00
:

pm

$2

Non-Students
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UNH
Athle te
ofthe

Week
WEEKLY

DAILY

ECONOMY
MID SIZE
FULL SIZE
ST A TION WAGONS*
MINI VANS
CARGO VANS*
15 PASSENGERS
PICKUP TRUCKS*

159.95
179.95
199.95
249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

24.95
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

WEEKEN D s--t~R-rl~G
SPECIALS
~1

$59 95
•

-RATES INCLUDEPick up and delivery
✓ Unlimited mileage within New England
✓ 18-20 year olds - 25% Surcharge Applies
✓

All new 1989-1990 Fuel Efficient Models. We honor All Major Credit Cards & Cash

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

i

Located at:

NO RT H

The Friendship Inn

presented
by:

Name: Mike Cannuscio
. _Sport: Cross Country

. At the IC4A Championsh ips
on November 10, senior Mike
Cannuscio of Hampton Bays,
NY, led the Wildcat cause. He
placed third among all
competitors with a time of
33:49, tying Steven Agar of
HAVD EN Manhattan and teammate
SPORT S Andy Charron ofUNH.
It was a super season for
the Wildcat harriers, and
38 Main Street Cannuscio highlighted it.
Durham, NH
Best of luck to this fine senior
03824
in the winter season!

••

Silver Street and Spaulding Turnpike (exit 8E)

Dover
SPAULDING

*Some models slightly higher. Rates subject to change.

742-2127

Look for the ·"Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

Ql'& N blN& ....

ON kIN&
. Every Sund·a y through Thursd ay
Confidential. ...
Peer Support Group
Student Run, Gay, Lesbian,
and Bisexual Hotline ....

QP&Nb lN&
There is a place to call ...

862- 3922
Sunday - Thursday
6:00pm - 9:00pm
Campus Run
NH's first student run

Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual
Crisis Hotline
funded by PFO

...
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ROMAN CE and QUIET .MOME NTS
.
IN OUR PRIVAT E HOT TUB ROOM RENTA LS.

/

eo,-.,~: _J~
Your reliable
home pamters

~

SUMM ER

MANAGJBMlBNT
JPOSl[Tl[ONS

EARN $10,000 NEXT
SUMME R
College Pro Painters offers a unique chance for
highly motivated students seeking a challenging
and rewarding summer job.
Students are awarded a one-year franchise,
trained to manage, and provided with consultatio n
and support throughout the summer.
Operating a College Pro franchise is one of the few
·truly entrepreneu rial experiences available to
- college students.
Last year the average earnings for our 7 UNH
students exceeded $10,000.

Inform ation Session TONIGHT
Thursd ay, Novenib er 20, 7pm
MUB Senate Rooni
College Pro is seeking qualified individual s
from all majors.
Don't get a job, get a business.
No previous painting experience required.

For further information, call Matt Mildonian at 742-7068
or College Pro's Head Office at 1-800-346-4649 for more
information .

UNH
Ath lete
ofth e

Wee k
presen ted
by:
~-;-.¥
~~

HAYD EN

:SPC)R TS
38 Main Street
Durham, NH
03824

Name: Matt Griffin

Sport: Footbal l
GriJjin sweeps Honors For

UMass Efforts

·

Durham, N.H. - Junior quarterback Matt Griffin
received several honors following his superb
performance against Massachusetts Saturday.
Griffm engineered 1 36-18 win over the previously
unbeaten Minutemen.
A native of Turners Falls, Mass., Griffm
completed 28 of 36 passes, good for 369 yards and
three touchdowns. He was not intercepted at all and
directed an attack of 484 yards of total offense.
UMass entered the contest ranked first in the
nation in total defense, giving up just 231.4 yards
per game.
Griffin was named Yankee Conference
Player-Of-The-W eek and also received the
Coca-Cola New England Gold Helmet. Griffin also
received the same three honors for his efforts
against Northeastern earlier in the year.
This marks the fourth time a UNH player has won
the Gold Helmet. Tailback Barry Bourassa earned
the honor twice. It is the sixth Yankee Conference
Offensive award for the Wildcat, while Dwayne
Sabb earned the defensive award earlier this year.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!
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FOR AD
DRUM SET - 5 pc. chrome
Ludwig, w / Roto's 2 crash, 1
Ride, H.H. Boom Stands, $650
or b.o. 659-5854 ask for Wes.
Klipsch K64 speakers $500,
Denon CD player $200,
Yamaha equilizer $125, Beans
Leasher Jacket $200. Call 8683904 leave message.
1986 GMC suburban "Sierra
1500", loaded. 1986 Subaru CL
XT Sport Coupe, A/C, stereo
cassette. moving. Both
Wholesale. 362-4746; 868-5122.
Avatar Fine Consignments,
Windy Knoll Village, 62
Portsmouth Ave, Stratham
N.H. Womens, childrens, prom
Bridal, handicrafts, misc. Hours
Tuesday- Saturday 9:30 - 5:00,
Thursday 9:30 - 7:00 603-7787245.
1981 VW Rabbit Diesel LS 2 drElecellent body, sound
mechanicals, tatty interior &
sloppy shifter, blaupunkt and
new battery, radial snows
included. $1,000 Dave, 8681077.

HELP~

WANTE D-

Immediate Job Opening Personal Care Assistant for
evening hours and possibly
during winter break. Salary
$6.25 per hour. Job consists of
meal preperation, house
cleaning and personal
grooming for more information
call 868-1986. Leave a message.

CHEMISTRY MAJORS here's
your chance to earn credits & $
while working as a technician!
Call FIELD EXPERIENCE 8621184. Job #90143

\

YOU can be a paid Software
Engineering Assistnat while
earning credit! call FILED
EXPEREINCE 862-1184. Job
#90137

Earn $500-$1,500/wk part-time
stuffing enveloP.es in your
home. For free information,
send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelopte to: P.O. Box
4645, Dept. P103, Albuquerque
NM,871%
/

Free spring break vacation in
Cancun! College tours, the
nations largest and most
successful spring break tour

ROOM 110B, MUB
INFO: CALL 862-1323
~i.;?~;~:~t~~ 111~1-RVICES II

operators needs enthusiastic
cam pus representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash. Nothing to
buy-we provide everything you
need. Call Bob@ 1-800-3954896.
Wanted: Student ski reps. SKI
FREE!!! Looking for adventure
on the slopes this winter?
Become a campus ambassador.
Just 3-4 hours a week earns you
a season of skiing FREE. For
more information call the
Marketing Department at
Gunstock. (603)-293-4341.
Sell phone card - no surcharge
.20 a minute - anywhere in U.S.
Also voice mail - Residual
income call 617-545-2508.

ENTREPRENEURS: Earn
$10,000 next summer. College
Pro Painters is now taking
applications for managers next
summer. Training, excellent
business experience, average
earnings for first year managers
is $10,000.7 UNH managers
last summer averaged more
than $12,000 each net profit.
Don't get a job, get a business.
Questions? Call Matt@ 7427068.
Wanted: Student ski reps. SKI
FREE!!! Looking for adventure
on the slopes this winter?
Become a campus ambassador.
Just 3-4 hours a week earns you
a season of skiing FREE. For
more information call the
Marketing Department at
Gunstock. (603)-293-4341.
Wanted starting next semester
helper for handicapped person
$6.25 an hour. No experience
necessary, mornings. Call Dan
692-4764.

HOUSING ®?
DURHAM - 2 female rommates
needed in furnished apartment
on Main St. for spring semester.
Good price includes a lot! call
868-6943.
Roommates neede to share 4 BR
Apt. in Dover near bus route.
$155 per month plus utilities (at
full occupancy) Call Betsy at
749-6957. Male or female
available immediately.
Four bedroom, colonial,
charming in-town location.
Professionals/femilies . No pets.
Sublease available midDecernber. $950/Month plus
utilities. 868-2635 . .
Looking to subliet apartment in

~~er:::~~~youcan'th ide.Love

.
THREE BEDROOM apartment
in Dover, Off street night
parking, Hot water included,
sorry no pets. $650/mo 4
people max 742-6242.

Word Processing - Fast,
accurate, $1.50 per double
spaced page. Research and
editing services available.
Delivery to campus $1.00 extra.
659-2359.

1 /2 DUPLEX YOUNG DRIVE
SECOND SEMESTER $6930.00
per semester 6 peole max Sorry
no Pets Call THE FISHER
AGENCY 742-6242.

Horses boarded $200/month
several box stalls still available
in brand new 17 stall horse
barn; only 2 miles from unh.
Stop by and see our facilities at
452 Packes Falls Rd., Lee, NH
or call Fisher Brook Farm at
659-8144.

Newmarket, Enjoy
SPECTACULAR SUNSETS,
Lovely 2 Bedroom, Open
Concept Ranch, 1 /2 acre,
Exclusive Neighborhood,
excellent Condition, Energy
Efficient, Fully Applianced
(Washer /Dryer), Sunny
Spacious Rooms, Full
Basement/ Attic $725 plus
Utilities, Faculty, Staff, Grad
Students Only. Call 659-5851.

Attention students: We will
screen print t-shirts, hats,
sweats, etc. for your fraternity,
sorority, sports team, club,
activist groups, or any school
event. Quality printing at
wicked low prices. We deliver,
rush service available. Call
Screen Gems at (603)474-5353
call now for quotes on any
item.

Spring Semester: Roommate
wanted to share luxury condo
in Durham! Five minute walk
to campus! $225/mo. Call Chris
868-1940.

Word processing services.
Professional & efficient. Next
day return. $1.75/page. Call
Diane at 942-5881.

Roommate wanted. Nonsmoking female to share 2
bedroom apartment in Dover
on Karivan Route. $215 /mo
plus utilities. 742-4059.

Experienced band looking for
work. Great party/ dance
music. Influences are
everything from Floyd Zepplin - Rush. Call Andy 6597094.

Roommate needed to share a 3
bedroom apartment for spring
semester. 9 Main St. Durham
N.H. Great Location. Only
$245/mo +utilities.Call Kelley
868-3829.
Spring semester, Davis Court
Apartments, female, nonsmoker, parking space
available, $255 /mo includes
heat and hot water. Call Kim at
868-7253 evenings.
HAPTON BEACH: $100: wk. &
up for year round & Winter
rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms
furnished and unfurnished.
Bird Real Estate 603-926-4395.

Professional word processing
for all reports, theses,
correspondence, etc., tape
transcription, laser printing.
Experienced, reasonable, quickreturn. Janet Boyle 659-3578.

Ii•

NOVEMBER-MAY RENTAL

One RT ticket to Jamaica,
Cayman Islands, Cancun,
Mexico, or anywhere in the
United States. Only travel
before Dec 17. $275. Issued in
your name. Call 868-3756.

bedroom house fully furnished
$450.00/month plus utilities.
617-246-1431 after 6:00 p.m.

Dover - Quiet, responisble
female seeks same to share 2
bedroom apartment. $237.50
includes heat, hot water. No
smoking, pets. Julie 749-6658.

I

TRAVEL

Selling ticket to Dever, CO on
Dec 27th and returning to
Boston on Jan 7th. Great price!!
$275 Call 2-2148.

HAMPTON BEACH: Three

Female to share lg new apt. in
Nmkt. 165/mo. + 1/3 utilities.
COAST Route. 659-3771 now or
2nd semester.

.

Ii

PERSON ~

Fresh powder at Park City, Utah.
Sun in Bahamas and Barbados.
Spring Break '91. UNH Ski Club.
Call us 862-1013.
Sue - Hope you have a
marvelous Thanksgiving!!! I
hope we can get together
sometime during the needed
break (which is still about a
week short of what we should
get!!). Love the putz.
Female Rommate Wanted Two
Bedroom Apt. 237.50 per month
(includes heat). Near Kari-Van.
Quiet, Responsible. Call 6596791. Available December.
Ski, Ski, Ski!!!! Unbelievable
prices for college ski weeks.
Starting at $189, includes 5 lift
tickets, 5 nights condo lodging
ansd scheduled parties.
Destinations include Vermont,
Canada, and out West. Call Mike
868-5954.
HELP! I need ONE more ticket
for the December
commencement ceremony. I will
pay for it if necessary. Please
contact Paul at 868-6399,
anytime.
JIM, Thankyou for your
surprises, patience, humor (?!)
and thoughtfulness. I LOVE
YOU!! Have a great
Thanksgiving! M.G. Face
Kolleen, Smile, cause you always
have us! Love, the Social Retards
and Diane.
Fresh powder at Park City, Utah.
Sun in Bahamas and Barbados.
Spring Break '91. UNH Ski Club.
Call us 862-1013.
Jeff- We are going to have to
start reimbersing you for safe
rides. Gee those purple sweat
pants really are nifty - Oooh
laa laa what a tooshie. Kim did
not write this. Neither did
Diane. Laura made me do it.
Whoever keeps calling my house
better stop it.

I

CABRAL+ NADEAU, You two
gorgeous men. Damn it when
are you going to listen to our
personals. We have to see you
before Thanksgiving. P.S. -You

Kim - Will you please smile
more. Also, stop dropping your
drawers in my kitchen. Eat more
Anadama bread. Drink more
margaritas and be merry.
Adoption - Professional couple,
UNH graduates wish to adopt a
healthy baby. Legal &
confidential, expenses paid. Call
our attorney Gregg collect 603772-4500
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Amstel Light makes me want to
puke.

Semi-Formal Dec 1st 8pm-12am
NH Hall Refreshments provided.
Tickets are $4/person or $7 /
couple obtainable in Scott Hall
321. Sponsored by Scott Hall.

Graduation tickets wanted - Desperately! I will pay for your unwanted tickets. Please call: 7496452. Evenings best.

-

WAKE N' BAKE!! SPRING
B~EAK IN JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $429.00!! ORGANIZE GROUP TRAVEL FREE!!
EARLY BIRDS GET FREE TSHIRT! 1-800-426-7710.
Men have had two feet since the
beginning of time.

Gail Robertson-my name is Norman and I've noticed you downtown. We have a mutual friend
who promises me you' re everything I've dreamt you are. Please
meet me at Benji's tonight. I'll be
the one in the trench coat.

Ski tunes - UNH Ski Oub- Drop
off Tues pick up Thurs Black
Diamond Tuners. Good prices.
Info call 862-1013.

BARABARA A. WYfHE - CAN I
HAVE YOUR ATTENTION
PLEASE! Give me a try & you
WON'T be disappointed! - C

Graduation tix wanted - Please,
Please. I'm willing to buy them
from you. My famility is large
and so is the distance they are
driving for my graduation.
Please call Liz 659-5868 after 6
p.m.

Gretchen Jenks: Happy 21st Birthday! It's about time! Love Pam,
Karen and Kathy.
ATO Ensemble-Thanks for singing to us Sunday night. You guys
are great! Love, the sisters of Alp ha Phi.

Steve Klett- What happened to
you the other night? I thought
you said you would stop by late
night, I really wanted you (to
stop by that is).

Hey Barb-here's another little
hell~ skip dinner and come out
with me tonite--cause I'm huge!!
TRACI ANN KERR- "with you,
my brown-eyed girl. You myyy,
brown-eyed girl. Do you remember when we used to sing?". I do.
D. ALLAN KERR

Desperately seeking tickets to
graduation need 5! Call Elyse 5
pm - 9 pm 749-1420 will pay$.

'Wou{c{you
[~Kg to put in
ti persona[ or
a c{assifiec{ ?
Stop by the

BUSINESS
OFFICE
RoomllOB, MUB
or call 862-1323
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Chinese Restauran t

·

~
rheChinese
~.Dynasty

&

-Restaurant·' Mill Rd. Plaza
Durham, NH

.

1)
~

NEW BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

$4.95
$6.95

Saturday 11 :30-2:30, Sunday Noon-2:30
Monday & Tuesday 5pm-8pm

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .! . . . . . .

FREE DELIVE RY
for orders to go!

(in the Durham area)
5:00pm. to restaurant closing time. Sunday through
·
Saturday for orders of $10.00 or more.

Call
868-1200 -

u

NEW HOURS:
Sunday: NOON-10:30pm,
Monday-Thursday: 11 :30am-10:30pm
Friday & Saturday 11:30am-11:30pm

·--·--·--·--

♦-- ♦--♦-

NoWHiring
PC Connection, Inc., named by Inc. magazine as the
second fastest growing private company in the U.S.,
currently has openings in our non-commissioned sales
department. Come learn more about our training
program by scheduling an employment screening at our
headquarters in Marlow, NH. We could be just the
company you're looking for.
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package that
includes:

• Health Insurance
• Life Insurance
• Short-term Disability Insurance
• Delta Dental Plan
• Profit Sharing/401K Plan
• 10 Paid Holidays
• 6 Paid Sick Days
• 10 Paid Vacation Days
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
• Free Studded Snow Tires
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Fitness Reimbursement
• Property Tax Reimbursement
• Paid Bereavement Leave
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smoke-
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TtCkets S10 adv /S 12 Day of show (general admission)
Ava1labl0 at Colonial Theatre Box Olfice
and at all t)no-rti•· oullets
Charge by phone at Colonial Box Offioo (603) 352 2033
A D1onys1an Producoons Pr~sP.ntanon

Any Bright
Ideas
Lately?
How about
writing for
The New
Hampshire?

· stop by rm.
151 in the MUB

free environment, contact our Personnel Department at:

PC Connection, Inc .
6Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
603446-3383
An equal opportunity employer

*Brochures and company information are available

at the placement office.

WINTER PARKING BAN
Parking on all streets, highways and parking lots is prohibited
between the hours of 1:00am thru 6:00am November 1 thru
March 31.
Resident lots are exempt from this, but vehicles must have the
appropriate permit to park in these lots .
Visitors should park in the metered section of lot C ONLY.
Vehicles must be out by 7:00am on weekdays to allow for snow
removal. The enforcement of meter fees takes place from 8:00am
to 6:00 pm, Monday thru Friday.
Any vehicle so parked during the prohibited hours shall be
subjected to being ticked and towed at the owner's risk and
expense. The owner shall be required to pay all towing costs
before the vehicle is released.
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The Arnold Air Society of Air Force ROTC
and S.C.O.P.E . proudly present:

••

UNH's First

~

AMAT EUR COMEDY
NITE
ii
.a
with special guest host
-,

CHR IS ZITO!!
,,

$2 Student s

$3 Non-Stu dents

Tonite
7:30P M

Straff ord Room
MUB
,..

Proceeds will benefit the Audubon Society
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By Allison Adamian
Sports Staff Reporter

The UNH men's swim team
has high hopes for the 1990-91
season and are working hard to ·
meet their goals. Although their
record (1-3) may not show it,
they have had remarkable improvement over previous
seasons. The three losses on the
season, have come by a slim
margins, to three tough
competitors: UConn, URI, and
Northeastern.
The men's team, coached by
former NCAA Coach-of-theYear Brenda Skelley, is led by
senior tri-captains Jerry Bailey,
Gary Bowser, and John Condejani.
"Jerry Bailey is the best
swimmer in New England," said
Skelley. Bailey is the New England champion in the 200 yard
backstroke and the 400 yard individual medley and holds
school records for the 500, 1000,
and 1650 yard freestyle, 100 and
200 yard backstroke and this past
weekend, he broke the school
recordinthe400yardindividual
medley against URI with a time
ofl:59.0. Baileyisalsoamember
of the school record holding 200
and 400yard medleyrelayteams.
Despite the obvious
strength of stand-out seniors, the
teamisoverall,accordingtoCondenjani, definitely a very young
team.
"The freshmen have helped
immediately," said Bowser. "The
past few years have been rebuilding years through recruiting and
the next three or four years are
going to be really good for us."
Much of that strength lies in
Baileys younger brother Danny,

who is an outstanding competitor
in the butterfly. Other major contributors include freshman Don
Low,John Rosen and Keith McFarland, sophomores Michael Dix,
Matt Deneen and John Schwabb
and Junior Jim Sinnamon.
One of the team's toughest
challenges is recruiting. UNH
does not offer swimming scholarships, and the majority of teams
that they face are able to offer
money as incentive for top high
school swimmers.
"A lot of the strength is owed
to the coach," said Condejani.
"She does a lot of creative recruit-ing. It is difficult to compete
against teams who give scholarships."
"First of all, you've got to sell

UNH as a school academically,"
said Skelley. "We have a great
bunch of guys and our t~m sells
itself to the recruits."
The team has been training
hard this season, with two hour
afternoon practices Monday
through Friday and early morning practices Tuesdays and Thursdays. They will be going down to Florida to train at the Swimming
Hall of Fame in early January
where they will be swimming
twice a day in preparation for their
ultimate goal, New England
Championships at URI on February 20th.
The team faces Holy Cross on
Monday November 26 at home. It
is expected to be a very close meet
as it has been in the past few years.

the
sports
The last thing any Yankee Conference quarterback wants to see junior defensive end Dwayne Sabb moving in for the kill. Sabb led
the Wildcats in sacks this season, with eight.(photo by Don Carlson)

Casey and D_o nlon new hoop captains
Seniors to lead women's basketball in '90- '91
By Jen Merrifield
Sports Staff Reporter

With the weather outside
becoming colger, Ludholm
gymnasium heats up as the
women' s basketball team
prepares for a promising season.
Kathy Sanborn, head coach for
the Wildcats, is looking with
confidence to co-captains Julie
Donlon and Jen Casey for their
leadership abilities.
S-eginning their fourth
season together, Seniors Casey
and Donlon are experienced in
college basketball and know what

it takes to lead the team.
According to Coach Sanborn,
Casey and Don.Ion were voted
by their teammates to be cocaptains and they both have a
great deal of respect from the
team and coaching staff.
As individuals they have
accomplished a lot at UNH.
Casey, a business administration
major from Deerfield, Illinois,
could be a starter this season at
the off-guard position.
"Jen can come in and spark

the team [during a game], she is a
smart player and has a strong
perimeter jump shot off the
dribble," said Coach Sanborn in a
recent interview. Casey played
in all but one game last season,
contributing 38 points, 23 assists,
and 13 steals.
Julie Donlon, a resident of
Milton, N.H. majoring in Leisure ·
Management and Tourism, has
been a starting point guard for
the past two seasons and will
continue at that position this

season. "Ninety percent of the
game, we want the ball in her
hands," said Sanborn. "She can
bring the ball up the court against
defense and she has a consistent
three point shot."
Last season, Donlon averaged
9.2pointspergame,made38three
point baskets, had 121 assists and
57steals.Donlonalsomadesecond
team All- conference last season
and has been selected, along with
teammate Laura Seiden, in preseason polling to make the All-

conference team this season.
Sanborn is positive that the
strong friendship between Donlon
and Casey, and their knowledge
of the system, will help make the
Lady 'Cats a winning team this
season.
Afteradominatingexhibition
·win over New Hampshire College
last Friday night, the team
open their season at Holy Cross
on November 25th. Their first
home game will be held on
December 5th against URI.

will
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NU nip s UN H, 2.-1·
Questionable call decides game
By Glenn Sabalew~ki
Sports Staff Reporter
Twenty seconds remained
in regulation of a hotly contested
1-1 Hockey East battle between
UNH and Northeastern at
Matthews Arena last Friday
night. Twenty seconds left in a
game destined for overtime.
UNH junior Savo Mitrovic
was forechecking along the side
boards in the offensive zone. In
an effort to keep the puck in the
zone, he checked a Northeastern
player into the boards. In the
eyes of referee Drew Taylor, the
play was a penalty for charging
on Mitrovic. UNH interim coach
Dick Umile didn't, and still
doesn't, see it that way.
"I felt it was not a penalty,"
Umile said,"And basically it cost
us the game. It was the biggest
factor in determining the game."
Northeastern's Brian Sullivan took advantage of the
penalty that carried into overtime. Sullivan took a feed from
linemate Mike Taylor in the left
circle and put it home from his
position standing alone on the
right post. The goal gave the
Huskies a 2-1 win and their first
win of the young season.
Umile was enraged at the
time of the penalty. He stood in
the player's doorway to the ice
and screamed at Taylor across
the ice. After taking the time to
congratulate Northeastern coach
Don M~Kenney following the
game, he sought out Taylor on

the ice to argue some more. Umile
said on Monday that after
watching the film he is even more
certain there was no penalty.
Umile knows that his team
should have won anyway. He
said thetaleofthefilm alsoshowed
him the 'Cats should have been
ahead entering the final period by
"two or three goals." The loss
dropped UNH to 0-2 in Hockey
East and 5-2 overall.
UNH did enter the final period with a 1-0 advantage thanks
to Chris Winnes' third goal of the
year and the fabulous play of
goalie Pat.Morrison. Winnes, who
along with two teammates had
missed the net on breakaway
chances earlier in the game, made
no mistake on a breakaway set up
by a Joe Hanagan pass. Winnes
broke in from the blue line, leaned
left to draw NU goalie Tom Cole
that way, and hit the upper right
corner of the cage.
Morrison kept UNH in the
game all night. In the first period
he stoned Dino Grossi from close
range in the left circle with a quick
blocker save. Late in the second
period he singlehandedly broke
up a 2 on 1 break. First he pokechecked the puck away from a
charging Keith Cyr. Cyr recovered the puck and fired a great
shot at Morrison, who dove to
make the save.
The Wildcats had other agonizingly close chances to score,

but failed. Co-captain David
MacIntyre and Hanagan nearly
connected on another 2 on 1,
also late in the second period.
After passing back and forth
around the NU defenseman
MacIntyre just missed.
In the first period juniors
Scott Morrow and Domenic
Amodeo both were stopped by a
sprawled Cole on backhands
from in close.
"I think we're basically
playing well and getting opportunities, but we're not putting
the puck in the net," Umile said.
The 'Cats have just three goals in
the last two games.
The tying goal came with
the teams playing 3 on 3 after
roughing penalties to Sullivan
and CyrofNortheast ernandJim
McGrath (who got a double
minor for 4 minutes). Winnes
was also called for hitting after
the whistle. All penalties were
called at 9:28 of the third period.
NU' s Will Averill found
himself alone on the right point
and was looking for a pass. Finally, he decided to shoot and
took his time setting up the
slapper that found it's way
through the legs of Morrison,
who had a clear view of the puck.
Umile said Morrison shouldn't
haye let the goal in, but can't be
blamed for the loss.

Women win , men lose
at .UR I swim mee ts
By Kate Scaletti
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH swim team
traveled to Rhode Island last
Sunday to face off against the
tough URI Rams. The women's
team won their meet with a final
score of 146-97 and the men lost
141-102, but both teams had
strong individual finishes.
Shanon Doherty, Maureen
Hartnett, Karen Woelfel, and
Meghan McCarthy took first in
the women's 400 yard medley
relay and the team dominated
50 yard freestyle as well. In the
50, UNH captured first, second,
and third place with captain
McCarthy (26.28), Karen
Lutomski (26.40), and Libby
Culbertson (26.48) finishing in
that order. The Lady 'Cats also
dominated the 100 yard freestyle
as McCarthy came in first,
winning her third event of the
day, followed by freshmen
Woelfel and Andrea Hill for
impressive second and third
place finishes.

Freshman Melissa Harms
was a dual winner, taking the 200
individual medley and the 200
yard backstroke and Sophomore
Karen Lapman finished second
in the 200 backstroke. The UNH
Divers also swept, as Karen
Palmer won the 1 meter diving
event, and Wendy Roosevelt won
the 3 meter.
"The medley relay really got
us off to a good start," remarked
UNHHead Coach Brenda Skelley.
"There was a lot of depth to the
scoring to numerous fourth and
fifth places. That really helped us
come out on top."
Men's captain Jerry Bailey
was a triple individual event
winner as he captured first in the
1,000 yard freestyle, the 200 yard
backstroke and the 20 yard individual medley, where he set a
new school record with a time of
2:02.51. Sophomore Michael Dix
finished first in the 200 freestyle
and in the 200 butterfly. Danny

Bailey finished right behind Dix
for a second in the 200 butterfly.
"The men's team was close
until more than halfway through,"
said Skelley, ''but losing close races
in the 500 and 1000 freestyle was
the turning point in the meet."
So far, both teams have had
four meets. The women's team has
beat the University of New Brunswick and lost to both the University of Connecticut and Northeastern University. The men finished
ahead of the University of New
Brunswick but have lost to UConn,
Northeastern, and URI.
Both the men's and women's
swim teams will play host to Holy
Cross on Monday, November 26
at 4:00.

SEE PAGE 30
FOR RELATE D
STORY
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UNH junior defenseman Chris Jensen gets ready to pass the puck
to a teammate in Saturday's 2-1 loss to Northeastern. The Wildcats
own a respectable 5-2 record, but have lost the only two Hockey
East contests they've played so far this season.(photo by Ben
Frazier)
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'Cats -wallop UMass in upset,36-18
By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH Wildcats were on a
mission last Saturday and quarterback Matt Griffin led it, as the
football team cruised to a 36-18
victory over undefeated arch
'rival's UMass. Even with such a
decisive win, the UNH team was
not invited to the NCAA Division
I-AA play-offs, and finished with
the number 19 spot in the National polls. Only the top 16 teams
were invited to post-season play.
Griffin, who completed 28 of
36 passes for 369 yards on the day,
earned Yankee Conference Offensive Player-of-the-Week and the
Colden Helmet award for the
second time this season.
The UNH passing game finally came back to the form we
had seen earlier in the season. Prior
to Saturday's match-up, Griffin
had said he was throwing all week
with no pain and felt that his arm
strength had returned to 100%. A
shoulder injury that he had suffered against BU had been bothering him, up until last week.
Freshman receiver David
Gamble was outstanding
Saturday, catching six passes for
115 yards. ''He [Gamble] is a great
athlete, he's one of the fastest kids
on the team and as the season
went on he gained confidence,"
said UNHHead Coach Bill Bowes.
"We intended to get the ball to
him more today."
Gamble made three amazing catches while in double and
triple coverage, leaping over defenders to make receptions. He

advanced one reception 40 yards,
setting up a Mike Gallagher
touchdown. "Once I caught a
couple in traffic, I knew that it
was going to be a good day for
me," said Gamble.
The Wildcats came out
before the game focused and
ready for the Minutemen of
UMass. On the first UNH
possession, Griffin took the
offense 73 yards setting up a
screen pass to Barry Bourassa for
UNH's first touchdown. Place
kicker Shawn Lane picked up a
fumbled snap on the extra point
and threw to sophomore John
Donnelly for the two point conversion.
UMass tried to return on the
next possession but cornerback
Ryan Jones picked off UMass
quarterback Dave McGovern to
give the New Hampshire offense
theballatmid-field. Griffincompleted passes to Gamble and
fullback Shawn Lane to set up
another Bourassa touchdown on
an 11 yard run. The UNH defense
continued to stuff the UMass offense, as defensive end Dwayne
Sabb and tackle Geoff Aleva constantly harassed McGovern in the
UMass backfield. UNH would
score twice more before the end
of the half. First, on a 14 yard reception by Gallagher and second,
on a pass to John Perry that sent
him scrambling 64 yards down
the right sideline. UMass would
only score once before the half on
a 19 yard reception by receiver

Flanker John Perry's body language tells the story of Saturday's
game against UMass. Peny was celebrating the 64-yard touchdown
he scored in the second quarter to put the game safely out of the
Minutemen's reach. The flanker finished the dav with four
receptions for 91 yards, giving him 51 catches for 723 yards on the
season, four of them for touchdowns. Although only a sophomore,
Penyis already fourth among UNH passcatchers for yards receiving
in a career. (Don Carlson, staff photographer)

Ron Blauvelt. The UNH defense
prevented the two point
conversion as end Dwayne
Gordon led the blitz and knocked
down McGovern's pass. UNH led
by a 29-6 margin at the half.
With 2:21 left in the third quarter the UMass offense scored again
on a five yard receEtion by Bill
Durkin to cut the UNH lead to 17.
Once again, New Hampshire
stopped the two point conversion
as Ryan Jones stuffed tailback Eric
Thimas on the one yard-line. "It
was a big play for us," said linebackerT .J. Reap. "We forced them
to score three more times."
UNH wasn't satisfied with
their lead and put six more on the
board in the fourth quarter as
Bourassa carried the ball six yards
into- the end zone. Lane's point
after attempt was good. UMass
would score twice more, but UNH
came out on top 36-18 when the
final buzzer sounded.
The Cat's goal for the season
was to have a complete game by
both the offense and defense, and
they were finc:illy successful last
weekend. The UNH defense held
the best running team in the Yankee Conference to only 116 yards,
and kept constant pressure on
McGovern. UNH finished the
season 7-3-1, and Bowes was
happy with his team's success.
"Most of the year we played
with twenty underclassmen out
of twenty-two," said Bowes. "I
think what these kids have
achieved, with the inexperience
they had, is a tremendous tribute
to them and their hard work."

Coaches look at new hoop season
By Rob Henderson
Sports Staff Reporter
The Yankee Conference, eastern, and Vermont each comHockey East, the Eastern College mented on their perspective teams,
Athletic Conference, the North the league and the up-coming
Atlantic Conference; what's the season at the press conference.
difference? UNH plays an impor- Many of them believe that the
tant role in each one of these NAC is a solid and competitive
leagues, and soon one of these conference, and they are interested
organizations is about to make a • in seeing the outcome of
the season.
critical change.
Ina pre-season poll
At the 2nd Annual North
of
the
six head coaches,.
Atlantic Conference Media Day
fathe
overwhelming
held at Boston University, Commissioner Stuart "Stu" Haskell vorite to win the
announced that basketball teams conference is Northfrom Drexel University and the eastern University, University of Delaware will be with Hartford to place
joining the conference as full play- second, defending
ing members for the 1991-92 aca- champions BU in ·
demic year. The addition of the th i rd '
~erm~nt
two schools will increase the con- fourth, Mame fifth
and New Hampshire sixth.
ference to eight teams.
NortheasternheadcoachKarl
"In a couple of years, I think it
Fogel didn't seem worried about
can be the best conference in the
the pre-season publicity. He felt
East," said Haskell. "Now it is
confident about his strong group
probably ranked third out of seven
of players. The Huskies, who tied
conferences."
BU for the NAC regular season
The head basketball coaches
title, have 10 returning players,
from Boston University, Hartford,
including eight seniors on their
Maine, New Hampshire, North- roster.

"We played extremely well
in our two exhibition games," said
Fogel. ''The team plays exceptionally well together."
Jack Phelan, head coach for
Hartford, is excited about the upcoming season and feels that ev-

University. Brown, who is replacing former head coach Mike Jarvis,
lost many of last year's starters to
graduation, but is pleased with
the group of youngsters he has.
"Ihavesomebigshoestofill,"
said Brown. "Our motto is 'No• body will play harder than we
will for 40 minutes'."
The head coach for the University of Vermont, Tom Brennan,
was not at the press conference
but was represented by assistant
coach Jeff Brown.
Brown was optimistic about
the team and the chances that it
had in finishing well in the upcoming season. Besides Northeast1
I J: ern, UVM is probably the most
ery team in the NAC has gotten experienced team in .the. conferbetter from last year. "This is ence. "We are an experienced
probably the most competitive team. We have all five starters from
year in our league and the closest last year returning," he said.
The University of Maine is
race in the conference that I've
seen," Phelan said. ''It's a confer- the youngest team in the conference, with only one senior and
ence you can be proud of."
''Thisisagood,strongleague three juniors on the team, and they
and I'm proud of that," said Bob are looking towards success
Brown, head coach for Boston further down the road.

NQ_gJH ATLANTIC CONFEIUNLq,

UMO head coach Rudy Keeling feels he has a solid team with
excellent potential. "Weareyoung
but this is the best recruiting class
I've seen," said Keeling. "Down
the road, we're going to be pretty
good ...There will not be a lot of
upsets in the conference. It makes
the tournament at the end a crapshoot."
UNH head coach Jim Boylan
also has a young team but is happy
with the progress of the squad.
Although the progress is encouraging to him, he realizes he has
some challenges in front of him.
"There's some business we need
to take care of. Number one is
ending the home losing streak,"
Boylan said.
With the addition of two new
teams in the 1991-92 academic
year, the NAC continues to grow,
both in size and competitiveness.
The NAC tournament will take
placefollowingtheweekofMarch
5, 1991 with the winner going on
to the NCAA tournament.

